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DEC 0 ~ 2009 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/b/a Knife River 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/aKNIFE 




L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/aKNIFE 




L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
CASE NO. CV08-4251C 
AFFIDAVIT OF JESSEE ROSIN IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
.JUDGMENT 
CASE NO. CV08-4252C 
CASE NO. CV08-l 1321 




L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) :ss 
County of ADA ) 
JESSEE ROSIN, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify 
regarding the matters set forth herein. 
2. I am an employee of Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. ("Hap Taylor"), and have 
been since January 14, 2002. 
3. I am, and was at all times described in this affidavit, an Estimator and 
Project Manager for Hap Taylor, and I am familiar with Hap Taylor's methods and 
procedures for preparing bids for construction projects and entering into contracts for 
construction projects. 
4. I am, and was at all times described in this affidavit, authorized to enter 
into contracts on behalf of Hap Taylor. 
5. In 2006, Casey Daniels on behalf of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
("Extreme Line") contacted me and requested that I prepare a bid for Hap Taylor to place 
and compact asphalt for a project identified by Hap Taylor as the Summer Wind at 
Orchard Hills ("Project"). 
AF.FIDA VIT OF JESSEE ROSIN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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6. On behalf of Hap Taylor, in June 2006 I prepared a Proposal for the · 
placement and compaction of asphalt for the Project, and provided Hap Taylor's Proposal 
to Casey Daniels. 
7. On or about June 26, 2006, Extreme Line accepted and signed Hap 
Taylor's Proposal. A true and correct copy of Hap Taylor's Proposal is attached hereto 
as Exhibit 'A,' and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
8. On behalf of Hap Taylor, I personally negotiated and entered into a 
contract with Extreme Line for Hap Taylor to perfom1 the work described for the costs 
detailed in Hap Taylor's Proposal. 
9. The work Hap Taylor agreed to perform under the terms of the contract 
with Extreme Line described herein included the placement and compaction of asphalt 
for the Project. 
10. In or around August 2007, Casey Daniels on behalf of Extreme Line 
requested that I prepare a change order under the contract with Hap Taylor described 
herein to include additional paving for a pathway as part of the overall Project. 
11. On or about August 16, 2007, I prepared a Small Job Worksheet 
estimating the amount of asphalt and road mix necessary to construct the pathway. A 
true and correct copy of the Small Job Worksheet referenced in this paragraph is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 'B,' and is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
12. The cost of the additional materials, equipment and labor necessary to 
construct the pathway was intended by Hap Taylor to be additional work performed 
under the contract entered into with Extreme Line in 2006 for the Project and was part of 
the scope of work Hap Taylor agreed to perfonn for Extreme Line. 
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13. Hap Taylor charged Extreme Line the contract unit price for the asphalt 
necessary for the construction of the pathway change order. 
14. In my capacity as the Project Manager for Hap Taylor for this project, I 
am personally familiar with the work that was performed for the construction of the 
Project under the te1ms and conditions of Hap Taylor's contract with Extreme Line. 
15. Hap Taylor commenced work for the Project on August 22, 2006. 
16. The last date Hap Taylor performed any substantial work on the Project 
was August 29, 2007. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'C,' and fully incorporated herein by this 
reference, are true and conect copies of Daily Work Reports for the project which 
describe the dates work was performed and the nature of work Hap Taylor perf01med. 
18. Hap Taylor has not been fully compensated for the work it perfonned on 
the Project. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
By: ~/~-
Jessee ~in 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this i"'day of December, 2009. 
otary Public, 
Residing at: --1-~'-IL-'~=----1---1--c--~­
My commission expires: -'-'-'-1--'--I-"-''-"'-'-"="--
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 225 N. 9111 
Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 9TH day of December, 2009, he 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the rnethod(s) 
indicated below, to the following: 
Samuel A Diddle 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow & McKlveen, Chtd. 
PO Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorney for Conger N!anagernent Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-1 ID Surnmerwind, LLC; L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC; and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorney for Riverside, Inc. 
Donald \V. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES 
PO Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for P MA, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHTD. 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
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William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. \Valters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
PO Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
PO Box 1147 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
Smith Horras, P.a. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Attorney for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
PO Box44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedick and Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 384-5844 [2SJ 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 541-345-2034 [2SJ 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
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!J 111 /\)'\ 
5450 W. G)Qw0n Rd, 
Boise, [de he IJS709 
Pllone: (208) ~a::Ml152 
Fax; (208) 362..!Ji~!l PROPOSAL 
l 1 UUUJ 
une :26, 2006 
i<:,~<'aVatln1;1 & p~v\li9 
Cop.~1'$.clef 
Submi.tted To : E.L.C. 
Street Address : 8145 B, Colter Bay Dr. 
City, Stare, Zip : Nampa, ID 83687 
Attn: Casey Daniels 
Phone 465-5055 
Fax 465-5065 
Proj§ct Name Summer Wind@ Orchard Hill1> 'Ph l & 2 I. 
Project Address : Greenleaf, ID I : 
PlauDate: VERBAL 
BID lUJ;,FLECTS: 
1) Plnce nnd compaot3" of CL IIIISPWC Plant Mix.. 
Approximately 6,020 TON 
Billing tt"J be based on actual tonnage. 
1) Drop nlets. 
te: 
$64.50 $;386,290.00 
:oo~s NOT INCLUDE THE FOLLOW!N"G: 
l) Permits, fees, or bonds of any lcincl. 
2) Fees for Jnspections or compaction testing. 8) .l:loc · 'xcav 'oo, ifrequired. 
3) Off-site disposal of excess fitl material. 
4) Foundation stabi!i:mtian, 
5) Surface repair. 
6) Conoreti;> collars. 
9) Surv ing o stakin£ ofwork quoted. 
10) Blue · arker f'ire hydrant. 
11) Pave ent at ping. 
12) Eros · l or S\VPP :Plan. 
Aoo;esni:o b~~i;:, for JlllYing 1u b11 ellccked for ~~i\i1y Mcl IUly ~oft •Pot> Ill b" r!lpllirctl hcfi ~cu ive£ t/J jl!l\le. 
Atl l!ews 011 lhl~ propc..W rcqJJ!rln~ hot pl11nt mix niiphnlt !It'll based M PtO]Getlld liquid ~o cost .$400.00 per Ton. POI? mp plier. M~~e:o ret~in~ 11'0i!!XeJUslve tlghtlll ht:mlll' 111~ quoted ptice, i1l tlie ewm tlmtoil pric;cs mOGlall:to level pb ~ 1hi.> quoted price. Sy llCCc)'tlng thi:; 
prep:i,;al, in thi~ fol'ftl Cit nny otller, Ille c,\Stom~~ agrees to pay l\\3.llco furoxtr.1 costs m; M (I'S disQ ·on . 
Mru:co ~hall be pnid U,r actual qumtltifjj insmllod. Payment !s ciuc u~on progr<:SS billinfl.'l 
ttis highm rmc llltmvcd \Jy luw f\om dnto ofhillin[J• 
. The Mllltmt due shR.ll IHw imetest at 
AU matllrlal iu guar1mtero to b~ as SJ>GQif.\cd. AU work m !><: C\lmp!et.ecl in Q worlmmnllkil · n~r ll<l ir4lng to th~ speclllt:iltlar.s and iW,l\dnrd 
praotio0~ il Any nlrern:tion or Q.r:vll!t!on ti'om IWOve spool'1®"1ons lnvolvini: cxl1u cUiifS wit · e 117'Jili.\ tl o.1ly upen written oroera, ud will 
bi:criim an ""mi ehnrse uv~r mid 11bov-o 1h~ ~Blimiit~. Aft 11$f1:1'1ll"!lt:l cl)n\inBtnl eyon itl't . , occid a ot delays beyond Masco's e-01111·01. 
MasCQ"ij mJ~r; ~fully aovcn:d by Wml;cr'& Cornpl'rn!a!ion lllllurllll~ Ma!lcu mny wi !ffl.W !hi !'Oj)0$1\1 if not &vcepli>d wttllln 1.5 daya 
from the dllW ofpropQSal. l'11 the went of lltigut!on, tlH: prcvijll111~ party shall he wtl!led t · ,easort ttttomey's :fbu. 
Masco, Inc. : 







Small Job V'Jorkshee~ ;/'. 
Small Job#: __ J.__7--"-]"-~-'/ _____ Start Date: 7 /1c,/ t:?7 
Date Job Received: '7/t f ( 07 Projected Completion Date: 7 /t &7 /o 7 
ReceivedBy: .t (f(,-{_'~U,flltif/i Subdivlsion/Street S'kP'vitJ.1!!/u,-1'./I,;(! A-C. 
Name of Caller: Cl\.St 7) Job site (city): 
Assigned to: t=-/li'btif.{-'° 11 t'{fL County of job: 
Bill to: - L ~ 
Street Address: 
City: State: _____ Zip: __________ ____; 
Contact/Caller Phone: 
Job Completion Date: 
Materials Used on Job Vendor I Yard 
Labor Equipment 
Please use Small Job # on Dailys, 






r(·~,_._,.,, _ \ ) _I{ . . \ . 
lz,,, )$UJP~!rUNTEINBilcNJT DA ~J>·'i lfi' .••. ~'ilK REf!JO~T 
8 -J. ~ - 7 DAY: S M T @) T 
Yes 0 
)~aJ_, $~ DATE 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No -0-
F s 




Number Ji Name 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 0 
Was trench inspected: No G---YesEl .N/"'9 
Begin Time: C,}JtJ /}pq End Time: '! f 0,!11 Total Hou rs: 
Yes-S--
Weather: ~ .J 1/. s-






Name htd Ofi 
Labor 1411 Code 
Activity '$ /l{Cf&f, 
Code , 'ii I' 
Type of O 
Worl< \ cL{r(__ 
Hours 10.r 
Hours I a. 
2. /o L-
1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 
J. I I. s-1 
JO. I ' 
Hours I I . I J. ; , 




- ff "1. ~ .. ·'t" 
g. 
3.5 
<o - 0 
. 
25.5 
:51.Ji'J'jlef(_}';.i,.../ .. Po<'f'/r·,'.. rerJ~ f''cied v£) roc/5 {'.r ::r-t>b q f J'"lre.J 1'11/nJcJ/; Nov.$(' 

















II.Lt\ ' ?-'~· ·L~ 




1411 1411 1411 141 1 
I d-. 1 -~ 
I / fJ· _<-;/} I 
: . ·, 
Eqyipment Use Hou~ 









fs,7870 l?.'c L r.J ~,,.c1..._ 
I o~43'.3 ~J,ke :J. v.')/;'j 
&71'1). F rr.; Vled ... ':1 l't\. 
•"· 
Description 01 
L)! . ;. EquiRment , 







- -- ..-~ . :: ':'~!J'i'i. -~ 
' ~"' 1-t~·!{~~; • :; .. . '.;:;; 




. / ~, .. )~lll~l€1!11 811\\l'fE~~[Jl~~"l!~ flJlA · 
DATE: -~'/f~_~_:f_-_,,_,7 ____ _ DAY: s F s 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No~ 
M T 
Yes 0 
Yes-0 Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No D 
/ l!{ij} 
Was trench inspected: No-0 ,Yes 0 '0. 
Begin Time· 7.'dl&,4.,,, End Time· &.1.J'0P"" Total Hours· Weather· 
Superintendent's Signature : /JI- Approved By: C" ;{V""' ~-1)t::.:_"_ 
/ I' 
f~~ .. ·.· .. -- ~ --.~:. _-:-.-,~ ·-~ .~Q:§mt~WQ:§<? 7'''"76% .. .. ~e-1 .. ''"' ' .> . 
Job 77lf27 l_J Number 
Job $ Ll;<!t'1 { 1( CJ) 
Name vJ i' ,., J 0: :::) 
0 





Type of ~ 
Work C:, r--..,./ij'I 
Hours // /)./ 
Hours /CJ_:) )tJ->/ 
, 
, 





. l:fdvt_efer ~~;.· 
.,!J "' ~~~~ ·- - - ' ~ >,' A " " . Equipment-Use Hours ~ J - . ~~ding, .. - - . !><" ~ .. . ~ ... , . ;,, 
-go;r. $,5-" ? -s-
• ··r ·._!'-:;. I "'" · · '. wo'RK o~eRIPTJO~ ~ <':"~~~ ·•. er-~ -·--- - . ,,~ ·. · ·y,;,~~: • ...: - -L----~~ .... 
... •. ..,, . .. . .,. ,,, .. ;~ •.•.·. ,_ ,. .. 
·"'' · . ' - . -- -
flre17 £1 "'1 v'C I WJJ/-i ,;? .... ,vcl{ )fOX/P - ").OOJ(/t7 - -;l, 'iS-;{/t? 
. 
.5'/S-,X'; e; _,,, f);;. L/ x /t? - 7&o...f /t? 
L/ lf)tl .)( /(l frl¢ f o'/ /fe;z' p-, f~ 






Were any employees injured on the job today? No'~ 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 
Was trench inspected: f\Jo 
M T W T 
Yes 
Yes-e::! 
Begin Time: 3-'00 JtYI Total Hours: ___ _ 
Job 
5 ,/ Y"i/'le.~ 
f\!ame 
v.J}-,p/ 













Employee Employee Type of f)"'ce 
Number Name Work A~?;) 














~y 9~ DATE i '-1?:<J;Elli!INTEW! !lJE!t<!11' D:: S ~m:T i'!E;O~T 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No ~ Yes D F s 





Was a walk-arou nd performed on equipment? No D Yes ~ 
Was trench inspected: ·Ne Q Yes Q /V /.A--
Begin Time:"-£'.' 30 End Time: l: DO Total Hours: !:J. S Weather: $£-.$"" \ . ~~~~~~ 
Superintendent's Signature:~Ld~ Approved By(/J ~ 7£ 
~'*trl{: ~~{~~1iJ~ . , ,,, :::,;~-~:' . -. o::,._ ·:g:g ., ~;~f·I~i~~~~tD~f.:;i~~ 1.~t(~ -~J~-:· -- ·-·' ' 
. --
--~--- ._ ~--=-"- '· :=:-,y,j ~;: .. : -
Job 77lfl} I Number 
Job $ ....... --:-<;,-[ (f) 
Name f..;, ..Ji, a: :::> 
0 




Type of ~ 
Work G~t / 
(,,,7961./ G~~;ll 11.,u;.<; Hours 12 .._-) l :::>.£: 
- / 
(.p 7'J4i. ·1 ~. \ g,5 %-d t> .N'-.; • V\ • ru.I Hours 
I (J / 
36(j/{J'b .ri?)d.: ( ,,. ,,...~:D Hou rs <t;.S '8"'.-zs/ 




, 1. • • -~: -:::: ~, - ..... 
,ttr .. Me'ter .... . ':.:ii·~· .- ,. ~ ~~ "'' ·--Oescnp o.n of , ~ .. Equf P.merit Use Hours . ·or f::tentali# " ER!JiPIJli:?J.lt~ ' ' Reading ~ ~, .. ' :.:;!, . I· 
-
-. 




25.5,f)i-1-57 { ,.f;.S' f t1Vu !a$?4 4 q 






--- ~ - - ~-:."' ' ii. ''"' ., 
. '--·-·~ - ---· 
-
.- · . ,, . ~,, ,,,_ .. ----- ····· ~ t; -
. WOR~ DE~CRIPTION ,, .. ,. ~ '· . ,,.. I =-..,. _ .... ,.,·ti ... ~,. - ~ . . • .. ,.,. .. ,_, ~ ~- .. - : .. - ~ .. ... 
\ p ,,.+ ,,f~ ... ~ :! ,4 "' 'ft, t\;:;;.,vef 1\'d{i\ 'f C//!.,f fr~I<< i,,, "'-..J.-.'\ 9.~oo Da~J A,,r- L/ kts\ 





~~ DATE: DAY: S 








Was a walk-around performed on equipment? 
Job 
Name 
Labor 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 Code 
Activity jL/{a> 
Code 


















~""' )~u~~R~NT~N~EFNJ'f KJ!A Y'f.,j'U( Wi\!E!i2J@~'f )~-' 9~ DATE 8~:;~ ) DAY S ·: T W T ·(El S 
We re any employees injured on the job today? No ~ Yes 0 







Job 17'-12_7, Number .> 
Job .5'v "? /'-10'1. 
Name y.;.\J 
Labor 1411 Code 
Activity /i/C/C4J Code 






'ieqlli~·ment "oescripti'SJ1 of Hr .. Meter ' =;,~ 






1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 
, ,• _ .. · - ... 'f ., 
E9uipment Use Hours . 












) / , 1) 
Date: ---""'----~---"'=:---'-'--------------- w T s 
Employee#: ______ _ 
Startiime: 
AU MDU RESOURCES COMPANY 
5450 W Gowen Rd. Were you inju 
Boise, ID 83709 Driver's Signature: ~ ~ 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added:--~--
On Duty Driving Hours:---~~- ·'°J On Duty Not Driving Hours:_"'_'"-______ _ 
Trailer#:='---"''---'---"'---------- Trailer#:------'<\. ____________ _ 
( .J) OK ( x ) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
Engine 
G Oil Level 
(Zl Clutch 
Ill Cooling System 
c:'.i Defroster-Heater 
lZl Fuel System 




c:l Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
d Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
e::l Air Brakes-Line Gauges 
el Parking Brake-Warnings 
0 Truck-Frame-Body 
[Z\ Mirrors, Wipers, Horn 
l!'i Marker Lights-Gauges 
0 Signal-Stop Lights 
Steering 
i;:i Tires-Wheels 
[) __ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
0 Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: ---------- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ____ _ 
/ 
~;:id:~ ··: 
.. Job Labor Activity Type of Load Gross Tare Net 
.( Hours Equip.# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
.1 '--'-:- . - /-: :'. 
fj ~~\FJ.~/'l'O._ "ff \vJv'1;• ,,,,,.-L_,) ,_,, ( 1451 ~ t: ~s ~/"!~ 9:6 25.s_?0 ~ I J (JJYer !t(J 1,tf_J /--:;, 
. I t(C[DD 1.JQve:if' - -25 p:· 1451 25.5 
.-.-r.:-~ 
257?'/dC; {\ ,lt ., l 1451 1 YCafln 15~1n ~1.::i 2s.55e,f/) I ·/j ( {I - - ~ ' Ji I"- c ~ ,J -~ .Pf', , u-.2.4.r .(!,h-iN _ 
. -· v f<e 11.er ~ 25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
')-~J 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS l, lf.2 
No. of Axles: 
WHITE: Job File YELLOW: Log Book 34t: Inventory Transfer GOLD: Maintenance 
Date: ---""---------------- o/,j M T W T Employee#:~ Employee Name: /)-;;;1/1/r J-tJ ,L_4~.,,d'; 
St'3Jrt Time: End Time: ~ h &;; Total Hours Worked: 
s 
AN MDU RESOURCES COi/iPANY 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Were you injured on the/: o D ~ r Yes 
Driver's Signature: ~ .~ Approved By:---~-+""--------
" Idaho/Other State Legal OVWT ___ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added: _JL __ Beginning Mileage: ,f J-'7 / f' Ending Mileage: JI f,,f:;l_ Total Mileage:--,&~~~--
On Duty Driving Hours:---=----
Truck#: __ -L?'""-.:;__'--------







Trailer#: J/ tf 7 Trailer#: ___________ _ 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
'6Exhaust System 
Q Drivelines 
~Suspension Q Transmission/Differential 
e:fFire Extinguishers-Triangles 
~Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~ir Brakes-Line Gauges ,,.Osignal-Stop Lights 
)2r"Parking Brake-Warnings tClSteering 
~uck-Frame-Body rClTires-Wheels 
iz:r-Jl,iirrors, Wipers, Horn .ia-8eat Belts-First Aid Kit 
!2f Marker Lights-Gauges [;}13ack-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25')"/ '-I J.J (nn..""',,._,,....U Jtu/I 1451 Jiri-/P '3 25.5~.ol,f 
25 I' I i 1451 n Q.'J...Lto <;:"I/;)... lJ.5.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 . 25.5 
25 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS Lf I l?r-
AN MDU RESOURCES COMPANY 




Were you injured on the job today? 
Oi·iver's Signature: 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ _ Legal OVWT ____ _ 
OYes 
' J 
Gallons Fuel Added: _j!_~Jy,___ Beginning Mileage: ! IS ,231 Ending Mileage: Total Mileage: --'--'-"=---
On Duty Not Driving Hours: 1/ /Z On Duty Driving Hours:--~=---­
Truck #: ----=-'"'-'---=--------- Trailer#: Trailer#: 
fyEngine 
E:l ,-Oil Level 
E;f Clutch Gt:' Cooling System ~Defroster-Heater 
!:::l Fuel System 






ef Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
-----------~ 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
ifAir Brakes-Line Gauges ~ignal-Stop Lights 
ef ,.Parking Brake-Warnings l::I ;lteering 
!Jl"':.Truck-Frame-Body if Tires-Wheels 
C?:rviirrors, Wipers, Horn ~Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
l2f' Marker Lights-Gauges I.::! Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks:~'Dd~=------------------------------------------
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job# Job Labor 
Activity Type of Hours Equip.# 
·Load Gross Tare Net 
Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
2576037 11/;' >'·' '"l/1);,/Clflf) ·~ff. 1451 2/1'11..\ J(t; /.% 25.53ti/() J ?4-/ ~ I .l 7-J-) /<rv .~ e-IB-i!-
' 25 1451 25.5 
' 
25 7 h03 "! ~~//:z..w &~ 1451 2/JJ-J1< l<.S J J/4 25.53fJt/{) I ( .t-/~ , J:: e-v - ) '11Wlll 4~ 
25 1451 25.5 
, 
25 '1 'l Lt./ ;Z3 1 ... );uu ,,., o..rwl-,, d 1451 /'-f<fDO IA.sDtl.,, .~ 25•53070 ? \/ -"1·-J.-i c-, j/ .P 1-.s) ~.Pc>- PcWJ~(, 
-
25 t.;i:~·2i 3 1451 25.5 II 
25 \~f::;L\ 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS ~& 
AN MDU RESOURCES COMPANY 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Startrime: End Time:---==__:.~---
Were you injured on the job today? ~:N~ 
Driver's Signature: ~-"v a~ 
T w 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy Legal OVWT _j_J_~J_,___ 
Gallons Fuel Added: ~eginning Mileage: ?J (!Jj '§'"L- Ending Mileage: --L'--~~""' 
CEI~naine 
"' ii Level 
7, ) On Duty Not Driving Hours:--'-'"------""--------
{'1) OK ( x) DEFECT 
LfJ/Exhaust System 
~riveline~ 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
l3~r Brakes-Line Gauges ~gnal-Stop Lights 
~arking Brake-Warnings :(_.~Jeering 






~uck-Frame-Body ur J,)res-Wheels 
Er"'~rs, Wipers, Horn fa"_.S&at Belts-First Aid Kit 
0"1Vlarker Lights-Gauges E("sack-Up Alarm 
if Radiator-Water/ Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: ---------- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 fq t 3 6ot 5 6: p/i 'jfjff ?.>~80 cc_ .5 25.5 "3 /cC, I -
-
ft1u._vv 
1451 ' / 25 25.55t;7e' 
25 1451 25.5 
25 77fJ3 $(.? t-~lfJ IL-..... 1451 l ¥<tea 14~/Ji/ /, s 25.5 j lt><f I / 1Vt4-~flit4 ~/ ~ 
-
25 ~t...; t";.._yll\ 1451 25.5$;-n ,µ{)J:f../,)/ !il~ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 77'-/ )..J Sv i'1 i-1,r;1<- 1451 l'i9t:NP lf-5t0H 7 25.5){.P1 9 o flJ ~ 1· rs. 
. 
25 L--V f Nf'i 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS q 
" 
Employee Name: -#'JZ_'f.__iL!..L~"._-~~1C4~-----4:,___ 
End Time: _ ___,"--"'-__c::_;:;::__ _ _ 
AN MDU RESOURCES COt!.PAt-lY 
5450 W Gowen Rel. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Were you injured on the i9~J:t 
Driver's Signature: .,d/2,_ -£++-~~r~:__-<-=--f4---
OYes 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ _ L~ g a I 
Gallons Fuel Added:-~-­ Beginning Mileage: £fi:, f2 Ending Mileage: 
On Duty Not Driving Hours: / f / b 
-Jt7 f ,f Total Mileage: _____ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours:----"=---
Truck #: ---=---C"---''-------- Trailer#: ,/ / t:P' 7 . 
-----












ef J3rn Extinguishers-Triangles 
el Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
...erAir Brakes-Line Gauges ~nal-Stop Lights 
~arking Brake-Warnings ~teering 
rzrlruck-Frame-Body <.iii res-Wheels 
~rors, Wipers, Horn ,,a-Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
-e:!Marker Lights-Gauges ;;:YSack-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________________________________ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare I Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
,, 
' 
25t;fo/W J 'hU/J ~ I~L4 1451 /1/I tJ I 25.5!&t/ 
25 I ( I I / 1451 '11--iJiO .~ '/, 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25'7/ " .:2..3 C'tCJA~ !""/,/ 1451 }p(/tJ J 25.SJ'ufc \ 
I ' 25 I I I 1451 32J '-Jo r 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS n '/'2-!---' 
' 
AN MDU RESOURCES cor.1PANY 
5450 W Gowen Rei. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ---c==-~~~' Legal OVWT __-
Gallons Fuel Added: 5,5 ;Wnning Mileage: 7 ~;:? fr'G Endi;'lJ''Jg;: I J.'J. 
On Duty Driving Hours: ~ On Duty Not Driving Hours: ~ /4 
Truck#: Trailer#: ---'6=~'l!_,_· 1_0_._r_· t_,.,G=--_____ r_ Trailer#: __ -·_-_· _--_· _/ _______ _ 
4 Engine ~Oil Level 
/7// ,Clutch 
·Of cooling System 
'f;! Defroster-Heater 
(9/Fuel System 
(.])OK ( x) DEFECT 
2 Exhaust System 
ft Drivelines 




Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~ Air Brakes-Line Gauges g::f1 Signal-Stop Lights 
&Parking Brake-Warnings Jzf"'steering 
-t:! _Truck-Frame-Body £t"Tires-Wheels 
if jVlirrors, Wipers, Horn ~s:>eat Belts-First Aid Kit 
e( Marker Lights-Gauges ffBack-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _________________ -.fV-1-b,.£------------------------
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code /~ Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 7 7_m $UH/:iit.;l(WI M f 1451 / I,,,. I/' A "\ \~ 
'T 25.57cJG~~ //VJ/ fj 
25 1451 J <f9't1tJ \ 25.5 
}ft ~ ~H ~ 25.~t{Jrz.i- 1:-IA ;1P4 25 1451 tJ~l.flO 
'" 
25 fi\ l;µ- 1451 \ 'I q TI' ~A v :1.. 25.~a2 ... 17' ':4H~ /pt/ ... Di 'PA-11 /fj.~ ~,,_. II r J 
25 / I l f 1451 \ / 25.5 
25 \ !.L 1451 ftfttiifl /A,;Ot>R ·G'/ 'f3.5 N-o Tl~ we:{<.._ 
25 
f 1451 I I 25.5 
I\ 
25 l.L-bLf ,,..., ,, 
1 1-f" llrlr <p Jrlf!J fr451 }D ( }fCJ 1 k'1 rs } 25.5?tJG· 7 ~ 
25//t.{J ~ 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 1 25.5. 
TOTAL HOURS 12' fl I I 
NOTES: No."of Axles: 
VCI ! f\\A/· I .-...-. D,-.,..-.1..-
Employee 
Starrt Time: End rin1e: ~,~~~----
:..N MDU RESOURCES COUP.ANY / 
5450 w Gowen Rd. Were you injured on the job today? l2r1\Jo 0 Yes 
Boise, ID 83709 ) / ,,::? ~ ~ Driver's Signature: ~-z;rv~+.?c~~proved By: ------i~-i--~------
ldaho/Other State Off Hwy Legal OVWT_CJ-';;;<,J._-_, __ 
Gallons Fuel Added: 3?-- Beginning Mileage: .5'7?{;;,,j Ending Mileage:,5S;J52-rotal Mileage:-~----
On Duty Driving Hours: On Duty Not Dr~plours: __ __,,Y~-----














Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
I Air Brakes-Line Gauges Parking Brake-Warnings Truck-Frame-Body Mirrors, Wipers, Horn Marker Lights-Gauges Signal-Stop Lights Steering Tires-Wheels Seat Belts-First Aid Kit Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks:-<:::~--===------------------------------------------
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code l4'tfoz, Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25771/:l":s' 'C}t_,V?'J,~r-t//~[L_ 1451 i...-7""\ , As'!PJ-f ;J--1/ 255:-=;II I I f-J, ~ ~cfJtR, v'i;,~ p ,-117"'"7/r' -~e7/ 
25 1451 I L/CJlJ() I 25_5~, 1 I 
25 I I 1451 < rif-;_'!/C) /Js?ll 9~ 25.0'~l / /() r)/J.<V ~ -5&/rA·""•l::,/'J'Af?';,.c; ~ 
25 1451 ./ 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 255 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS /·:]__ 
NOTES: No. Ax! ~ 
!Y1~~Vf~]~~ ,r,, 
KN §FE ~:1:1~y~ #~~~ 'i1 ¥ 1 Employee Name 5 ~,~~ W«;dL~ e,~/ 
R~VER Startrime :~ 5 Endlime: ~ ~ oO Total Hours Worked: iJ?,r 
AN MDU RESOURCES COM PANY ~ 7 ( 
5450 w G owen Rd. Were you injured on the.job today? 2 .No 0 Yes ·f)1; {l B oise, ID 83709 ~ Cl IJ ( \\( Driver's Signature: '\K f2 ~--- ~J f .. ,_,,..,,_p&e,..,.._ Approved By: ___ +i\-"'.1-'i'\t,__:'"'~"'·'- _______ _ 
id.allo/Other State Off Hwy ~ Legal OVWT / tJ15 
ik~ . <;> "=" " v 
Gallons Fuel Ad.cied:~ginning Mileage: Qt;/ "'5 )'5Enc!ing Mileage: 0 (j) Y~J Tota! Mileage: . f b 0 
On Duty Driving Hours: -!J-c--$---- On Duty Not Driving Hours: J 1tt,.; 
Trucl< #: 3 f 0 ~ . . Trailer #: S 5 7 0 1 ( ~-Trailer#:---,.,---- ------ -
(,/) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
flY"Afr Brakes-Line Gauges ~nal-Stop Lights ~ngine 
13" Pil Level 
cr:Y"9utch 








df Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
~rking Brake-Warnings ~ ering uck-Frame-Body & • s-Wheels i..::.i j01rrors, Wipers, Horn Cf ~at Belts-First Aid Kit 
!!r"'""Marker Lights-Gauges W"Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___ -;-"'7f"'~-+--=--------------------------------e:J {~ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip. # Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
2577 /1_~3 C..i.tM/"1 CJ) 1451 f 'iC/00 ft:J-5/Pl-I ~:;l__ 25.53/t(jq t - N~/>M 
25 
~ 
1451 I 25.5 )2;f,c k/ iN'D it<J/Jv IM"'-, 
25 1451 25.5 
25 77'/)-.1 1451 l 'f9oO Jfj-5/J'l-/ q ~t./ 25.5"Jic:PJ Cf - / '\ I l - erv51Ti!F 
25 1451 • I 25.5 r 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 1451 25.5 
"""" 25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 I 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS tl 'Y&J a •• I I 
l < ( n NOTES : ___ ~ _ ___ ____________ _ __ N_o_._0_1_A_x_le_s_._(1)_~ _____ _ ______ ~ 
DATE: 7 -H,,- 7 DAY: S @ T W T F S 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No fr Yes 0 
Was a wa lk-around performed on equipment? No 0 Yesu 
Was t rench inspected: No D Y~ f! 1 
Begin Time: t,.1 oo;g,"I End Time: 83ofr!'"I Total Hours: Weather:_,~~_ ...._ ;.;p._,_. _ _ _ 
Job 7 739> 775$1 77;5 1 Number 
' 
(J. .J ;:>v»Jl''W<. S v>>lf'ltL 
LABOR Job i.>oi'" ro \N'J,, 4 vit;1 J. ,t:) Name r/'J t<-~~l~·i) /' (p•~tt~ 
~ 
'-Labor i 4 11 1411 1411 1411 Code 1411 1411 1411 14 i 1 
Activity !t(r~ Code 
Employee Employee 
Number Name 
S, o. "\, . ,,_,-~ ] . .£J Hours ct ./ 
/ ''. 0 Hours f$l ' O 17> 




25.~YSJ ~.qf f/""ivca :;('-j;>,) ) .5 :;;.5-
25.si<!b?>< c."if i<}~tt..3 35· 3;1-~ J, o /, /, $ o 
25.5t{fJ Leif-JJ:;) sJ..:ec :Ao> ·;i · 0 /., /, o l/, o 
2s.§'d-5' c.""n1 17~'1/ f?-'ch/' LJ ?- ).. !?, 
25.5 
25. 
(_ "'1 e f'•' J •' ,, ., ) 
\ I 
3,5x 8 i I) f. . ;) ;) '1-•'.-i~ { 
) " 
d ,'J -- j)f 3' 
Date:~''---"-'~---------------~ 
Em p I oye e #: --''--"'-__c_-"'--'--"'"----
Start Time: End Time:--""'--=-~=-----
AN MOU RESOURCES COMPANY 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy 
Were you injured on the jpb~d.efy? ~(No 
/!.// r/ Driver's Signature: // ~,,., -~ JI i7 "'""' 
~~ L~gal OVWT ~ 
OYes 
t7S'Jf 
Gallons Fuel Added: ___ _ Beginning Mileage: }?/ '-/ \ D 
On Duty Driving Hours: __ _,__ _ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: __ __.__,__ ____ _ 




a- Cooling System 
9- Defroster-Heater 
(:J- Fuel System 





Ef Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
a'Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~Air Brakes-Line Gauges A3-3ignal-Stop Lights 
-8-Parking Brake-Warnings -8' Steering 
.8-Trucl<-Frame-Body --Er Tires-Wheels 
.B-Mirrors, Wipers, Horn tJ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
E:rMarker Lights-Gauges .Ef" Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________________________________ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 77JSD /s',.~·n ,,-1-o 1451 Jo/JO ;:s 25.5 ~( 
25 )I I I 1451 '3 J-.J '-I o ~ 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 7/~ I f t.t. w._ ........ "'v tJ;~,__,0 1451 /()//1J d- -~ 25.5 3,c)-{;f 
25 I \ I ' 1451 ~ 25_5 .Jk; '" PJJ [.\-
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 





No. of Axles: 
'/\!~~ ~~ fl 
u · Date: ' I S M T @ T F 
Employee #: \ 1&3 Sj4 Employee Name: \\)Ox::'.__. I £ Gq l~· .,,...-Af'-+-vt-----~ 
t?~cavating & pa\lin<J Start Time: ~ 1i Ll,£ End Time: Q :ob 
Contractor ~ ~~-'-"'-~-----
5450 w Gowen Rd. Were you injured on the job today? ~ No 0 Yes 
Boise, ID 83709 \__() rv) <: l fl ·1 A 
. Driver's Signature:~ c_ ,....,fQD. f! @rnypproved By: ---~~;'t-----------
~ther State Off Hwy - Legal OVWT ~ 
Gallons Fuel Added: Beginning MileageS']SS--'f: Ending Mileage: ~:;/J 0 7 l( Total Mileage: -~---
.. -::; t2/ On Duty Driving Hours: On Duty Not Driving Hours: ~;>_,_~_L~-----
Trailer#: Trailer#:·------------· 
(.J) OK { x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~Engine Ci Oi! Level 
~ Clutch 
1:3 Exhaust System 
'@ Drivelines 
B Suspension 
'El Transmission/Differential "O Cooling System 
"bJ Defroster-Heater 
~ Fuel System 
B Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
N Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Remarks:b tf'-.-<'. t.b=cti k.o/b 
Repaired By: Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code Material 
2st..,l,01o~ r<TI \YVY\ n,.11 wh ~ wp !6c~10 L\H{,-h:r--
25fltoo1 \/1 r; ro;12 -7 14~1 d.'-H:i It) , , ,, 
25 'It 0o(j /r'S. ~+--r:< 145j1 fdso () I• , l 
25 \Ql0'\)~1 ()rMY\ 14~1 d.t.t~ ~o I l , l 
25 jl1) 1 (tn 1V\ l-iA:M f ft 1~1 Y~--ro ,, \ ' 
251 ·loGdi'J ~'C\~ ~-k:. 145~ ~f-a_SOD 











25 ''1;::, I 
25 < ~,#}{ 
.. 
1; TOTAL HOURS 
~ Air Brakes-Line Gauges ~ Signal-Stop Lights 
_ DI Parking Brake-Warnings ~ Steering ~ Truck-Frame-Body ~ Tires-Wheels ~ Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ~ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
tsl Marker Lights-Gauges C3. Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
L'l~ 255?){J. <-{ .!?'~ .___ 1~11.31 rlf.,.,.1-,," ~ 
' 
25.5 i\ ::J_ ,-- ,_.I .--
t 25.5 ,. ,__...., _...-' ,.,,-
•• 
25.5 i ._....J __.,) _,.,---
CL_ 25.5 \ l y~ - ~v - -
L< 25.5 t I I Cl..t, U}2.(pB ,.,_J ..<\)y.. 















£xcavatina & pavin'::i 
Cont~actor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
h 
Date: ---+--1-----"'--+---'-------- S M T . ~ T F S 
Employee Name: ff\L'._J \0\ \ ~J-.:\_l)'\ 1: \) / l Ch . / 
StartTime: ---1c, :; L\. ;i End Time: S , 0 Q_ Total H, ours Worked:~_ 
Were you injured on the job today? ~No 0 YiL / 
Driver's Signature: ff\ QJ~ \\,ttfu):r'v\. pp roved By: '-5) J · 
ldahq/Other State Off Hwy,______ Legal -.__., 
Gallons Fuel Added: rJ Beginning Mileage: ~ -19 S ?') Ending Mileage:~ 7 k 7 J Total Mileage: ,r-/-;-/____,,,,,___ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours( lo On Duty Not Driving Hours: -~--l~S~---
Trailer#: ___________ _ 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
fil Engine 
r.h""' Oil Level 
)S\c1utch 










~ Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
~ Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of 
Name Code Code Material 
I 
~Air Brakes-Line Gauges IS!_ Signal-Stop Lights 
?st, Parking Brake-Warnings 9'._ Steering 
IN_, Truck-Frame-Body c\ Tires-Wheels 
~Mirrors, Wipers, Horn Q_ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
~ Marker Lights-Gauges Q Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: _________ · Date: ____ _ 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 hbC>b I "$ l 1 VY\h'!Pilhi~i\C 1451 :)O~ ! "' \ArC' tl-t 1, ) , I; 25.5 ...._IX 'fr., .~ - \( I fW)\ fYi. ,rlrll 0 
-
25 1 LD'Y v~"1'l l 1451 d.1-1"' LD 25.5 ~ \..)\<\ \ '? 
25 //60 '1 { s..~\:R:S 1451 / 1....--r-1 n I 25.5 l 
"' 25 f / 71.:;;=: r f\ \""'-1 O'A. 1451 :J1.r2 UJ \ 25.5 \ 
- ~ &>v'-1- 'O ¥---~ 1451 1-[J L2 d__ 25.5 ) l /-. 25 L "1 I ' . J ,, 
" 
25 ?/G2 \) ~ ;l(i, :p\ \l_, 1451 /J.so u \ .~ 25.5 \ 1 i cl..( ()J e,J;;; J 
25 /v::;G3- ' u f) "('-\ <?!~ 1451 Jl-)/)0 l.S 25.5 
' 





25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS q J C::D 
<=xcavatino. & Pa\!lD9 
Corr1;actor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
ldal10/0ther State Olf 
Were you injured on 
Gai!ons Fuel Added:---'~-"-
T F s 
On Duty Driving Hours: ---11-""'----- On Duty Not Driving Hours: ---=-------
# 
~ngine 
ef ...)Oil Level 
·~lutch 
~ .Goaling System 
~froster-Heater 
:..:i Fuel System 
(.J) OK ( x ) DEFECT 
~xhaust System ~riveline~ 
fil ,.Suspension 
131):.ansmission/Differential 
Gr Fjr.e Extinguishers-Tria:lgles 
CY'Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Trailer#: _____________ _ 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~ Brakes-Line Gauges cr$ignal-Stop Lights 
IT j:?.arking Brake-Warnings i3"'S..t.f.3ering 
if Truck-Frame-Body ~es-Wheels 
~rors, Wipers, Horn i.d'j3eat Belts-First Aid l<it 
c::.l" Marker Lights-Gauges G Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _______________________ -<;:=C?'"-14---------------------
Repaired By: ____________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _________ . Date: ______ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Load Gross Tare 1'3t 
I 
Job# Name Code Material Hours Equip.# Count Wt. Wt. L s. Code 
.. 
25 1 /,; fi:'J I t.l~,.£,.«; /';,,., 1451 i,;(y33() (' fl- 1 25.~IAV , ;? . --r/ 9-/.7-? 
" 25 1451 25.5 
25 {,,&1Jb2 u t.! m /l'J,.,. LrJ,.'u~ 1451 11/:? 1/)0 Illar It/A( JI 25.53!!0 9 l1./,17 .(' ~ 'c: fh / )111)( . 
,,:Jru..,, IM/1 25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
j25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
j2s 1451 25.5 I 
1 
25 1451 25.5 
25 I 1451 I 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 l 25.5 l 
' 
25 25.5 I I 
i25 25.5 I r 
TOTAL HOURS 13 
NOTES:~-~~~~--------~---~-~-~-~~-~~N~o_.o_f~A_x_le_s_:_~'----~--------~~--~~·~--
Excavating & Pa\f\n9 
Contractor 
5450 VI/ Gowen Rd, 
Boise, ID 83709 
Start Time: End Time: --{"'=l_::__J'-"-".4----
\fl 
Were you injumd.J;,.r:i-t.l:l.e¥tod<;y~~ Yes 
D . . ~~ < nver's S1qnature: -J!.- l "'S: ~ 
- /{ I ~· 
Idaho/Other State Off Legal OVWT \/' _ , 
Gallons Fuel Added: _ ___,~,___ Beginning Mileage:)Jz15ii</Ef g M.ileage: jl}t' 77 L Total Mileage: 
______ On Duty Not Driving Hours:_ · , /_£~·----
s 
Truck #: Trailer #: L!J~~ Trailer #: -----=---~;'--;---£=~-~ I ' I ---.~----------~·-
/ (~)OK ( x) DEFECT Expla9J Defect under "Remarks" 
21 ,,Exhaust System ef,,Air Brakes-Line Gauges ~gnal-Stop Lights 
0,A:Jrivelines lZ(,.E'arking Brake-Warnings 6"%teering ~ ~ine ,zL-Oil Level r, Clutch 2".l,,,Cooling System 
Qf,.A)etroste r-H eater 
!Z'.i Fuel System 
rz1" .)31:Jspension o/-ruck-Frame-Bodv 0,;nres-Wheels 
a(;rr~nsmission/Ditferential ill~rrors, Wipers, Horn u{ se-at Belts-First Aid Kit 
!Zffire Extinguishers-Triangles CJ Marker Lights-Gauges ~Back-Up Alarm 
121' Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Remarks: ____ ~--------------------------
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ 
l\. 
/ 
Job Labor Activity Type of 
Job # Name Code Code Material 
j2s 1451 
b5 1451 
25 f ( ll 1451 t/ l/ 
25 (( (( 1451 e r (_{ 













Gross I Tare 
Wt. Wt. 
_,.l. __ _ 
Date: 
25 (( [( 1451 C( u 25.5 lf V~ J}(J t I .l/Jlj/0 ti 
25 t( (( 1451 a {I 25.5 (f 
25 [f ti 1451 l ( t ( 25.5 ti 
25 ({ ff 1451 l/ f ! i 25.5 I/ 
25 f ( ti 1451 ff ti 25.5 If 
25 (( ti 1451 ti ti 
,. 
25 1451 25.5 
l 
25 1451 25.5 





j 25 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS i 1'L.7~~ 
NOTES: No. of 
\tilt ;11:-
l?xcavating & pa\/1\\9 
Contractor, 




Ending Mileage: ____ t,_:"'_"-__ I_ 
w T 




';/Cooling System Z Defroster-Heater 
'J( Fuel System 
(J)OK (x) DEFECT 
[A" Exhaust System 
Gr' Drivelines ~us pension 
LCJ Transmission/Differential 
G( Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
cl Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Trailer#: ---~""---------------------
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
0" Air Brakes-Line Gauges ~Signal-Stop Lights 
12( Parking Brake-Warnings Gr Steering 
G(Truck-Frame-Body :;;YTires-Wheels 
0 Mirrors, Wipers, Horn Gf,,Seat Belts-First Aid Kit ~Marker Ligh\s-Gauges ct Back-Up Alarm 
Re1narks: ______________ ___,,,"-<-~---,,"--------------------------------
Repaired By: ___________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: Date: _____ _ 
l Job /L,bo' Activity Type of Load Gross Tare I Net 
I 
j Job# Hours Equip_# I Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 7'1{I2-1 1-.f,~a.s GRK- 1451 Z43 3o C-/k L 25_5 S:t36 I A~";( 
25 1451 25.5 J 
25 1451 25-5 
25 1451 25_5 
25 fw ~o '1 'Z.- s~eie-5 u1J>lf) 1451 t'Sz41c ASPA JO 25-5~13(} ~ ti~~ 
" 25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25_5 
!2s 1451 25.5 
Ir ~::i 1451 25_5 
j 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25_5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25_5 I I 
25 1451 25_5 
j 25 J255 I 
25 Ir" 1-JJ ! I 
25 25.5 I I 






w T F 
Employee Name:-~----~-{--------------.£---
E'xcavatir.g & pav\\\9 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, !D 83709 
Start Time: End Time: 'cz;, 
Were you injured on the job today? ~ No 0 Yes 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ________ Legal 
Gallons Fuel Added:-~-- Beginning Mileage: ) ~oqc19 
Tota! Hours 
On Duty Not Driving Hours: -~--------­
Trailer#:----'---'-='----'"--------- Trailer#: ______________ _ 
( .j) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remades" 
_z( Engine 
ef Oil Level 
if Clutch 
e:l Cooling System 
ef ,,Defroster-Heater 
tl Fuel System 




El Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
ef Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
-el Air Brakes-Line Gauges 
ff Parking Brake-Warnings 
aTruck-Frame-Body 





.fr Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
~Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: __________________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: ______ _ Date: _____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: ___________ _ Date: ______ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25·7~0<.\ H<-..:.}~.:; G{..~\:'.- 1451 2L[330 <'-* 2 '/u. 2553120 \Lr / IA ""'-'-./ x 
' 
1451 ' I , 25 25.5 
25 (oir,0(c;L s~"'· ~-x lfai~ 1451 'J2'1 (0 {t SP11- g 3/lf 25.53 ;-z;c, 9 & IUPV,;;,, \A-\ .Q 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 j 
j25 I 1451 25.5 I I I I i 
i25 1451 25.5 j 
j 2s 1451 I 25.5 
j 25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I I 
25 25.5 
25 I 25.5 I I 
25 25.5 I l 
TOTAL HOURS {'2__.; 
NOTES:_~·----~---~~~--~-~~~~~~-~~~~---~N __ o_._o_f_A_x_l_e_s_:~~--=-=--------~~-------------~-
E..-'Ccavaunu & pziv~t\g 
Corrt~actor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
T F 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy_~_____ Legal OVWT ~ 
On Duty Driving Hours: ----~---- On Duty Not Driving Hours:--~-----­
! 
/" ~gine 
c:::(' fail Level 
13"'" ,Gi u t ch 
3:}:;ooling System 
Cf )Jefroster-Heater 
E( Fuel System 
Repaired By: 
Job# 
Trailer#:--=~'---·"-=----------- Trailer#: ___ -_-_-_·-:-___ · _-__ 
~ ( .J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
E'.l phaust System 




if ife Extinguishers-Triangles 
if Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Date:· __ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of 
Name Code Code Material 
a ~rking Brake-Warnings CY:'S:teering 
!3" yuck-Frame-Body ~es-1/vheels 
ul~~mrs, Wipers, Horn ~at Belts-First Aid Kit 
G Marker Lights-Gauges 5 Back-Up Alarm 
Date: 
-----
Driver Reviewing Repairs: 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 
'7&021 d~rJ<f/'i er. 1451 21/330 ~ff 2'h 2553110 I ,;;,~J9JeJ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 /,,,/,, tJ6 A. 
.fiu.1?JH1£,,,. w;.vJ 1451 l3' ..:< t///J I-hi/.'), .. ;( x 25.53JJO 7 I /4-ln.!,r /cA-,,./. A~ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 &!o033 t)Jf-ciJA/ 1451 hl'/:252. (J X1 J 1/-z_ 25.5.,g;;(} J GA-.v YA'17 
j25 1451 25.5 / 
j25 1451 25.5 I 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
J 25 1451 25.5 I I 
j25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
1451 25.5 
1451 25.5 I 
I j 
I J 25 I 25.5 I 
125 l 25.5 l ! 
25 25.5 I 
TOTAL HOURS 11 J 
~ 




5450 W Gowen Rd. Were you 





/ ./ (..J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 











!2I Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By:------------ Date: ____ _ 
r Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code Material 
I 




' 2~ 60'2-Kifr~6'r- UJt1.J~ 1451 J2lt/J ftrff/ 
< 
125 i , 1451 
25 f 1451 
25 1451 I 
25 I 
-






25?,£633 fJfl 1 arJ V trP.. k- 1451 ilf/2-'{7 ~f).f 
' ' 25 1451 I 
25 1451 
25 1451 ! 






\II/HITE: Job Fiie 
~rking Brake-Warnings efpeering 
1~'.:l;:Ftuck-Frame-Body 0 ]:+tes-Wheels 
2".f yi1f0rs, Wipers, Horn ef ,,seat Belts-First Aid 1-\it 
iZ[ Marker Lights-Gauges rzf Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: Date: 
-----
Hours Equip.# load Gross l Tare l Net I Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. / j 




~ fflzo ({f{O , i fhriJ{a1c tJrJ 25.5 fl %/'f(J 
~ 
ttoto I ftl~flO V:1tcd>rJ I ;n' r 25.5 
25.5 f2'5c;r£'.)l t:fjz(J 
' 25.5 7f!Jl/u fJzlto 
25.5- r[ij2f6 J_, !/)ff /J ~ 
25.5 
25.5 i 
. .; I• 
175 25.5 /( I ~ (A/i/f();\I 
r j 25.5 I 
!255 




I j 25 s I 
l/'5Uj .xles/~ No. of 
l::?.l(cav"ting & pa·1\f'9 Start Time: 
Contractor --•4"'-'--''-------
5450 w Gowen Rd_ Were you injured on the 
Total Hours 
~o DYes 
Boise, ID 83709 
ldaho/Other State 
Ending 
On Duty Driving Hours:----<----- On Duty Driving Hours: _____ __,_ ___ _ 
efEngine 
3 Oil Level 
if clutch 
Trailer#: ____________ S _____ _ Trailer 




ff!\ir Brakes-Line Gauges ~Signal-Stop 
~Parking Brake-Warnings ffSteering 
T F s 




a Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
:;:<ruck-Frame-Body ~Tires-Wheels 
9 Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ~eat Belts-First Aid Kit 
'?f Marker Lights-Gauges :::'.! Back-Up Alarm 
ld rue ystem 21' Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: Date: _____ _ 
Job# >f Hours Equip.# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
j25{-y/,()33 1JE/~r1 llv-J: Sv.--b 1451 Z//530 e,I} J3A 25.~qo I ! ~e-e.. .,h:,_ }!_ ~) 4m 1.1X ff./--
j25 1451 25.5 
~ / 
1256hob2 <\:t,r:{Lp1 e,y WI 'ru/ 1451 32L/ID /JSPJJ 7 '4 25.53/JfO h f sea__ ::hC-1~ l /trnef"1'a,_.;'- fd j 25 1451 25.5 U"/ 1a-ih"Qel~ i ')C -0 1451 25.5 
j2st1;cJ33 r,-17 or<. flv. i: _); ~ I 1451 24ZS-2 'b¢,2__ 1.Jft./ 25.5, ?!NIJ I /_ <;,,:;~ -lh.~J lPJ--- \ IJTA//,pn__/!;.?-
j2s 1451 25.5 
../ / 
125 1451 25.5 
i 2s 1451 25.5 
I 
25 1451 125.5 
i2s 1451 25.5 
I 
25 1451 25.5 I 
! ~~ ' 
l<'.'1 1451 I 25.5 l 
!2s 1451 25.5 
25 1451 ! 25.5 I I I 
1451 j 25.s I 
12s 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 i 2s.s 
TOTAL HOURS I liJ-f4t 
T F s 
Excavating & paving 
Contractor 
Employee#: 2?.... 7 Z/2°1 
Start Time: (o_; 0 
Employee Name: ---''-"---=----=-"----"'-'---------------
End Time:-~~-----
5450 W Gowen Rd. Were you injured on the job today? ~No OYes 
Boise, ID 83709 Driver's Signature: _!_-==-'~~'-!:':':::::::'::".:='.'.::=:::==:__- Approved 
---Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ _ Legal OVWT ____ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added: ) 0 Beginning Mileage: 2-<'.-/I <- LtO Ending Mileage: L L--f 1 i 70 Total Mileage: _L-__ ~ ___ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours:----~-­
Truck#:----=-'-==-------
On Duty Not Driving Hours: ---'---'-A<=----
Trailer#:--------------
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
ef Exhaust System 










-el __fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
0 Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: ___________ _ Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code Material 
2>>-1/ - ...,, ii ' . ~ ; .. , 
, __ 
.L--!.?5u 
"- -~ ( 
25 1451 
25(0~2-- < '-(\N'\._~l,.::> ~~ 1451 32-'f f \) lAst9Pr 
25 1451 
2s l._<l<_o]~ e v~~~J 1451 '2-4'3.3c (" U-
25 1451 














VC:l I r\\"I. ! ~ 
-S-- Air Brakes-Line Gauges ff Signal-Stop Lights 
Ja- Parking Brake-Warnings B Steering 
ErTruck-Frame-Body .G- Tires-Wheels 
r.!Mirrors, Wipers, Horn B Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
ErMarker Lights-Gauges s-'Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: _____ _ 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
I~·• 
1---~_f[~ I {'I, • '. "A 
25.5 L I 
']_ 2s_s5Jz._o \ rs (R_~ l ~~{2 
25_5 
.2- 25_5~b.-, \ ~\)V\-J>'-J_ 
25.5 I 














5450 \fi/ Govlfen Rd. 
Boise, !D 83709 Driver's Signature: 
~daho/Ot1ler State Off H1,vy ___ ~_-~ ___· __ 
0 No 0 Yes 
-!'/ ?~u{!y q--
OVWT~_' __ 
T -?~) (_'./ 
Ga!tons Fuel Added: --""'-_,e_- Ending Total fv!Ueage: ---'-""'-!!-----------
On Duty Driving Hours: --~~---- On Duty Not Driving Hours: ----=_,.../.-,=----






d Fuel System 
(,/) OK ( x ) DEFECT 
~ G ¥haust System 
~.)cnve!!f1es 
C?f ,S'uspension 
cf transmission/Differential ~~e Extinguishers-Triangles 
~ Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" IT~ Brakes-Line Gauges ~nal-Stop 
ifprking Brake-W~rnings :..::i _,;Steering 
G Iruck-Frame-Booy l'.f Ji-res-Wheels ~irrors, Wipers, Horn ~9at Belts-First Aid Kit 
B Marker Lights-Gauges w Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _________________________ ...,._----r~r----------------------------
Repaired By: Date: Driver Reviewing Repairs: Date: ______ _ 
I I j Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net ! I Job# flJame Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt lbs. 
j25 ?6tl..<? I )/y-q'_,,,t/,4- PK 1451 l:-J.1330 <!..ff ::J 12 25.5._3/J{) I ,<1. ;-:--/ '11v 
25 rJ 1451 25.5 I l ~ 
~lJ/f.:2_. Su Jrn»~/r 1..1!.4;,J 1451 -q_:;;y);J l.Jklf-,117;;{ !oh 25.5,?J//J < /9-m.,;;r /> 4r-/ u 
25 1451 ~ 25.5 i 
!25 J'lls' f/k/l,/ps /!// 5#) ~~ 4r,,.,·>1 2 25.53//& I A-01<,,,-_, c,,:;;.,z/ 25 1451 :/L/11 25.5 
25 /;61):;;; /IJY/tJ-v Sufi 1451 ;(/(;;.5;;,. !Jt J'h 25.~4[)71 l C-4<U v cJ A/ 
25 ! 1451 25.5 I / 
\25 1451 25.5 
!25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I I I 
25 1451 25.5 ! ! I I ! 
25 i 1451 25.5 I 1 i 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 I 1451 25.5 I j I ! 
! 
1451 ! ! I 25 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS - I I,? /7~ 







5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, lD 83709 
--- Legal OWVT -----" Idaho/Other State Off Hwy 
Gallons Fuel Added:--""'-=--- Beginning Mileage: . tf 5:"'5" Lj '!j. Ending Mileage:-=-=---'-- Total Mileage: ____ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours:----'----
Truck#: 306/ 
On Duty Not Driving Hours:---~'-------
Trailer#: _~J~J-_q+-------- Trailer#: 





0" Fuel System 





c;;r- Fire Extinguisllers-Triangles 
0""Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~r Brakes-Line Gauges ;a-8ignal-Stop Lights 
,J:YParking Brake-Warnings B Steering 
ff Truck-Frame-Body ZTires-Wheels 
0 f\ffirrors, Wipers, Horn )21" Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
~Marker Lights-Gauges 0 Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _____________________ . ______________ _ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Date: 'i-J.6-o 7 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25£'h?J.. .:_\u r11 m-r:r ,;;'ri.J 1451 ) IJ! lt7 .:>-.._ 25.5J£Jt/ 
I J 
'.' s:--25 } I 1451 3 'J-:)..., '-JD 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25/qt ( ;{) h// l()(' LJ/f 1451 ///J/CJ l 25.5.:f c(,,/ 
. r I 
'1 I qfM :J_µC(o 2-25 I I 25.5 
- K/!FP/J:) L1Llf) 25 1451 25.5 




25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS Id-. 
NOTES: No. of Axles: 
WHIT>=· 
l?~';'cavating & pa\f\\\<::i 
C-ontrac'i:ot 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 




Trailer#: __ __,_ _____________________ _ 











d Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 




















o/'ark1ng Brake-VVarnings \2(JBteenng 
!!'.:] Tr =k-Frame-Body q,,;i=ires-Wheels ~ Vlirrors, Wipers. Horn [j /(eat 8elts-Firs1 Aid f<:1t 
, Marker Lights-Gauges c:f Back-Up Alarm 
Hours 



















T w F s 
Total Hours 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
!D 33709 
-,'.:.'./ 
wllre you injured on ~No OYes 
Driver's 
Idaho/Other. State Off Hwy __ ,.--__ _ OWVT 
Gallons Fuel Added: __::o~'----- Beginning Mileage: OJC/5lf.~3 
Trailer# 






ef Cooling System 
zf,))efroster-Heater 
::1" Fuel System 
8 Suspension 
2:'( Transmission/Differential 
if Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
r:f Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code Material 
j25bbLJ33 th~/L A.rJ:: s~ I 1451 :?L/33/) a.H-
j25 1451 
25 bf:,iJ.b.Z \~,, /11 h1A_F f,,,.f'/1;..,_J 1451 3/<//(J} A-rP~ 


















25 I 1451 
25 I 1451 
25 I 1451 
25 1451 i 
?" ! 





~ir Brakes-Line ~Signal-Stop Lights 
2'l Parking Brake-Warnings ~Steering 
c;r'Truck-Frame-Body '.LI/ires-Wheels 
ef Mirrors, Cf ,Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
2'.( Marker 0 Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs:__________ Date: ___ _ 
Hours Equip.# Load Tare Net Count Wt. Lbs. 
J slf 2553090 / (seA ,4' ti-- I 
- C"'"· ([_if-,; 'HP1ux/:-;L-
25.5 I / 
_L/ !4 25
·
5 3o9o q I ,s-,;;.-_c. J/ /.'.v' 4fl1.. t2.f' Ji:::<.4,-,,- j 7<5'..A. -:::; J ~25.5 I va--c uho.e_.Ye,r/ l 
25.5 I 
} Vq 125.5 30'1tJ ' ( ') «-J_ -h ~ ~) fJ h.«i//Jvz_ /1'./-I 
, 
25.5 
Z'4 25530ftJ ' (5ee ~Jdt ?vi---) IJ/11a/jf;~ I t •.V//"ltj' 
25.5 \:t'U- t,,.I lu2.e, I~ .l ti 
I 
f 25.5 ](Jtf (} i I {s e<2.1oh~~L-j r" D:;t. /.? .n I /'if7f1 J! / . 
25.5 \.. pl4 ti t;N/r / - / 
l ! 25.5 I 
' I I I I 25.5 
25.5 ! I l 
25.5 l i f l 
25.5 l 
j2s.s I I 
i l I 
I 25.5 I 
25.5 
JO ::Jd.; 
No. of A.x!es: 
54.SD W Gov.ren Rd. Were you 
Boise, ID 83709 
Idaho/Other State Off 
Engine 
Oil Level 









Driver Reviewing Repairs: __________ . ··---·----- Date: _____ _ 
NOTES: ----·----------·--------------------------------·---!"1_'0_._o_f __ A __ ·  A_'l_e_·s __ :_··-"-------------------·---·-------------
VCl l f".\f,/ 1 
F s 
Employee Name: __,,~~J__:__L_L-"--~=->~=~L------­
l:)(cavating & Pa\J"in9 
Contractor 
End Time: __;:,_,_"-"-''°---,J---- Total Hours 
5450 w Gowen Rd. Were you injured on t.h e~j . · day? /ip/o 
Boise, ID 83709 Driver's Signature: f,,!L c_k 
,h 
OYes <////" 
Approved By: ___ ;zxl-__________ _ 
Idaho/Other State Oft Hwy - Legal 
Gallons Fuel Added:--'-"---·- Beginning Mileage: Jf5l[?z: 
On Duty Driving Hours: ______ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours:--~-----­





121 Cooling System 
id Defroster-Heater 
ff Fuel System 





C1 Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
Gt Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
·~r Brakes-Line Gauges AAnal-Stop Lights 
-0 Yarking Brake-Warnings if Steering 
t:f Truck-Frame-Body ff Tires-Wheels 
GMirrors, Wipers, Horn 2f Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
ff Marker Lights-Gauges 0" Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ____________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 J-f;,c.01 f ')-
. f£ rr1p,:/ ~),J14j} 1451 /t?//tJ ;i 25.ffJdi ·{l!J. rrfL 1 ICM~ 
25 1 ' II I( 1451 I~ .;;l d. "JP jJL-/Jp- g 25.5 LA ~VIZ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 255 
25 25.5 l 
25 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS /J) 
WHiTE: Job Fiie YELLOW: Log Book l~Zlnventnrv Tr;c;ncfor 
·N~y9~ 
.r · Date: --4----·-=---''-----"'"-f'-----------
E mp I oye e #: ___,'--''----ot~:::.__,~"'---
On Duty Driving Hours: _ __,,....__ _ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: --1--<'----------
Truck #: _ _,__\5_0~'2"'-'-f ____ _ Trailer #: _ _.'...J~""'-"'+--------- Trailer#: 
;zr"Engine 
JZi Oil Level 
(~)OK (x) DEFECT 
JZlExhaust System 
2l Drivelines 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
ffAir Brakes-Line Gauges ~ignal-Stop Lights 









.0' Radiator-Water/ Antifreeze Level 
E( Truck-Frame-Body 2I Tires-Wheels 
6 Mirrors, Wipers, Horn JZl Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
ZMarker Lights-Gauges JZ('Back-Up Alarm 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25/£~.-:L '\umP'l~""' £/,:.,,,,_) 1451 1:10.11_ <ID ;,.;/'W!K JI 25.5 //. .Ji -····-- ....... 
25 // /I ,, 1451 /p//,/J \.~ 25.5.:-Wf,./ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
-
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




25 . 25.5 
25 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS IL/ 
s 
NOTES: __________________________ N_o_._o __ f A_x_le_s_: _______________ _ 
Excavating & Pa\lif\'6 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
/·.\ 
Date: ---'----'~--'V'.--'---------- S M T W T C5 S 
Employee#: Employee Name: ad ldr:_v1_s\:ey: ~/ 
Start Time: End Time: 5; C} ~ Total iolJrs Worked: r;J)S1 tf~ 
No 0 Yes 
Driver's Signature: -·h"·U<6~-L+L""-".ILL"~----- App roved By: ~ "Sd'-, _-'T/f,__· _______ _ 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy Legal 
Gallons Fuel Added: ri J Beginning Mileage: J!d; QC(3 Ending Mileage: j Y f3 ~ Total Mileage: d ?JJS 
. . a 1 1 _,...,.- _ _ . . .. _ . . . . ? 7i:;-:i L~ 
On Duty Dnvmg Hours:~ On Duty Not Unving Hours: , J :' - rsrr 7 -






2f Fuel System 
/ (.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
E'.1' _J;:xhaust System 
ffj)rivelines 
ra"'__suspens1on 
0"' ,Jransmission/D ifferential 
Ga"yire Extinguishers-Triangles 
12( Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~r Brakes-Line Gauges ~gnal-Stop Lights 
E'.f Yarking Brake-Warnings ff j)J:eering 
E'.f yuck-Frame-Body ff ]:ires-Wheels 
ef)Airrors, Wipers, Horn ef"'J,Yeat Belts-First Aid Kit 
ff Marker Lights-Gauges 21' Back-Up Alarm 



















Driver Reviewing Repairs: 



















DAY: S M T W @ F S 
Were any employees injured 011 the job today? No 





. 01-r (J.o/> J1l}f~ (.d,_pOCJ 
Job ~;,H.{ '>?trf e .r f1;1kff :J f'C-e. I) p-0 I Name wr'r1l ~"pf:._5 
Labor 1411 1411 1411 1411 Code 
Activity f1/1"'if) '~'0' $9U Code 
Type of f rtl/8 P0ve Work 
Hours 
7 2-
Hours I '2... 















9~ DATE Jd_\ 6Y t~r!il!TEl'll:!E!llT D:: = s ~~@E=O~T F 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No~ Yes 0 
s 












Was a walk-around petiormed on equipment? No Gl11 Ye~, 
Was trench inspected: No 0 ~ 0 /ff '""' 
Begin Time: {]i30 A- End Time; ::;?-D~ ·~ Total Hours: -/- {J Weather: 














1411 1411 1411 








DATE: _LJ-=-+---_?."-""~---'...L--Q-_Q""""'. _ --j-'-- - DAY: S 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No °8 
Yes~ Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 0 
was trench insr8(t No ~ 0 /ft 





1411 141 1 














~~ JV· ' y ~ DATE: DAY: s@ T w T F s 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No ~ Yes 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? Nq 0 Yes (kt/ 
Was trench inspected: No-8- \'cs Cl ~/fl 



























#"'? $@J~~~Il8\1l'F~~\fltl)~NJ1f flJlitU . 
~ '/" I ~ DATE: t~t z,{,,/ IO l( DAY: S 
" Were any employees injured on the job today? No ·w 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No D 
,r.t.••·· •  
t. fU{ ~~P@~T 
..,_.,...,.,• 




Was trench inspected: No 8---vesD--/v //~ / C'0 
Begin Time: 7 .':c:Y.? End Time: 5":. c;;'V Total Hours: __ \ --r-,~o~· ·_ Weather: __ f::?'_: ·_::d' __ __ _ 
/'~ 4tf? 
Approved By: --~-=--=·-'<.._----_·· _ _ _ _ 
?":{~:g~J;fil~~ :/;;/':·\ ~~·:;.;::::{.-.~-:.~f;~::'t;;;:• . · ;, _ ·_•-:·xc:~:~::· ;: ~tK$7F~¢'Q lJ,t:·.' • .. -.'/ '< /\}\ .. \JS:<u;:, .. , .. . _; ,,;/: S:.·· i ·•-. _·•·_·:c·· · 
Job JI f t~ ?7f &:rl( Number l1bO~t-
;/,u~tvwtrL,;I'~ •}, ~ LABOR Job .$' / ( /,t.tr s Ccv.P I 
Cf) 
Name ):U,,5, I ( ;; - :·, n: ?(J.f'''l &= fl{, \ :;:) 0 
Labor \... . 
141j I 
:i:: 




Code f?-?ilb ilft{IJO 
Employee Type of (/a;v-1., _J Name Work ~~ t.1.- • ' /,,, 
/~;0 :/t;' ~ 





I Hours I I I I [B:,~; __ 'DescripfLdn of.. Hl:~~.fot~ r, .. ~ : lf' ;.::; .... ':... - .... ,_; ' , - . ~" . :;'i~ .. ·:*f£·" .,. ' ''1:::; ,, . . ·.::,· . · ~~~i~l{ ' . ~µjp,!Jlf)_~,t • . 13~~.ll.dinR • ..... • Equigm_tnt Use. Hours .;,.,.X; . ,~,;i! • '· ~' - . . . ~;;/fffe:rt ... ":!o. -~ • ' ,, ... ... _. .. 







~:,f;(o,, :'• . · . ;: f~ :; . F .. -~'"1;~1:1: ,~,''1~\l<c;;::!RJ ~,- ·:;~·;JY' 
'"'. , - .OBK".l:>ESC . . ... ~ ·. ·~ "T - ! . • ":;,_•;-,.;,~,~-. -- :!;1:'d_:~ · :& . :,~~:·;;;;~·/~ ::".~#-;'::r:..:.:~.:.-,:1 .:~-· 
d . j .• /J n .. II,.; /.!. _ ;:./, J! _jl (; _fJ. rf J- f:-r..f, • / 
( - :I V · I -~ 'L r:-;7') ./ ,.., Y~A?. ...-: 'ii?.-&e..-!'.- • ·":-~t.J A4 • 
I/ r ( 
i<'(A /J _ / ,/ b rl 














" Were any employees injured on the job today? No Yes 




Labor 1411 1411 1411 Code 141 i 1411 1411 14i 1 
Activity 
3?;-Zl/0 Code 










~IUJ~~~~fi\lJ'f~ t;\\1til~~\fil1f [JjJfih '\_.JtKi~{ Wfi~~Ol~1' J~y 9~ DATE f' -2-'7 - 07 DAY: S M T Ci/J T Were any employees injured on the job today? No la"" Yes 0 F s 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 0 Yesef 
~1~ft3 tj<_,~c; '. i.-. " . . :. ,v/rf 
E'Jrcavating & Pa\l\r>9 
Contractor 
Begin Time: j(>o End Time: §'~ Do Total Hours: /D Weather: ~..Dl.4-f----
~ ::;.."? ,_.£) /" ~ 
Superintendent's Signature: ~---- Approved By: /)'9'.,.,J-/7 A.,,~ 
~--------- ,,,,,. -- /"" 









L./,' A vi 
,.___---!-_,___! 
l 
1411 I 1411 , I __ 14_1_1 -!'-_ 1_4_1._ 1_.., 1411 I 1411 --'------l~- o---~---+---! 
Labor 
Code 1411 1411 
Activity ti, 1)..fl) 
Code l 
Type of pnv{ 
Work I 
l(i{,'f> (;6(lA{o 64P.,cprHours /tl /.~L. /f 





25.5() 7JJ 1; 
25. 
Description of 





Equipment• Use Hours 
' ,c-:}. ·:- . .. _._ 
,~;_~~. l2 . -.. ·~ · .,"~~·~  ji~:.~.,_ -~lffi'.~r:r~,Th~§M!:g!~E:~1&ti2N~itJ~~:~;~·~tfc5~r~,t,~t{~iff~i,fi~~i~~S~~l~l~L,'-:~~;~~;;t; 
///t/t:f'P 8t?S ~~ C:c(a,f!.-- (/Or?c-v,.A-/ ,, ..... ~ A - //fflc /<=-t-/ r'fl 











., Were any employees injured on the job today? f\Jo ~ 
Labor 1411 i 411 
Code 
Activity J:t 7-"P 
Code 
./, 
Type of ptrve 
Work 
/;l. 
1411 1411 1411 




T F s 
1411 
Job 1_ I j I 11 I I 
•• b '1,'{J'(J@1,., \_ / H· 1-.um er W I , · 
r·/a~~e ~t;l;'"I _J --i---: ~, _ i.. . I 
~~~: 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 11411 1141 1 
LABOR 
Activity 1.-4 ? I Code J1-
Employee I Employee Type of 
Number Name Work 
. h 7 i ~ 8 Gcf'-All) Cq (t.t.j A Hours J / I //--~/ 
f,J?il.l. !J;..-i Goiiome Hours 9 I <\ ,/ 





121-761 A.ti;_,; 5fwwrt41~ours 1JYi-- (LY., / / 
6 o'IJ,; II'l"h1r~ u/Jlrt Hours 8 I fl !' . 
7(J~:L(,l Tt$Je ~Q,.t'Ut/e? Hours /2, I I 
1. EqulpmeQt Description oJ :"-". H~r"'.~Me~te=~r~.,,,_,___ _ _,,__,, .. ,..,.. .  - ---"-, _,_ _ _,_,_--o-__,.-.-,.,,.,,".,. _,_~. . --'---~--=-, -'---~:s,:-__ _ ..._,.,...,._ ---::._"--L~_, .. d,,,, 
~l~'~R~~-,~~ta~l,~M~· --s~q~=lP~. m~~~n~ t_~~ rIB~.e~~=-W=s+· ~~~·~·=·-·~-.-~r:..__;'..._,..___....~¥i~µ~ip_m~en~t ~U~e~H~~~· ~M-'---T-',·~·; ""--~-~·~' --"'~~- -.-----1 
25.sZCfs~ f o S? fl/v8tv i 
25.5 
-._.) ( 
..f'..,sf. 2 /p/J.o.:; w-.en: 4//-1-/-/e o/}v g{(,'t J:.- ;;;/'1'1( /it.,«:/ 11ir ... b 
384 I 
Excavating & pavin<;l 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
T F S 
OYes 
Driver's Signature: -LLLC'-""-'="""'---JC"'-"'"-' .,,,4YJL,, , _.,,t,f!u.&=--- App roved By: -r-7-t'-1--------------
.,......,., 
Boise, ID 83709 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ---- - Legal OVVl/T I fl__ 
Gallons Fuel Added:&_~_-___ Beginning Mileage: 4{, 7/:2 Ending Mileage:~¥ Total Mileage: I()./ 
On Duty Driving Hours:--+-"'~--- On Duty Not Driving Hours: _ __../_,_0-"l/ ____ _ 
___J_f:_L1c----




ef ,Jd()oling System 
(2( pefroster-Heater 
ia"Fuel System 





c::f fore Extinguishers-Triangles 
E( Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Trailer#: ____________ ~ 
Explain_J)efect under "Remarks" 
~ Brakes-Line Gauges ~nal-Stop Lights 
r,;:l Ytfrking Brake-Warnings [( ~ering 
ff]R.Jck-Frame-Body ~Jj<es-Wheels 
Cl'",Ji.ilirrors, Wipers, Horn c:f ~t Belts-First Aid Kit 
2f" Marker Lights-Gauges ff Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ________________ , ____ ,t-?,_,_r------------------------
,Repaired By: ____ ---o------ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: 
-----
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
251,,£/}t,,2 
,,lil'l'J#llr 11/,',1;_) 1451 ~::JJ/)t? tl;f-r.r)v JJ'l'i 25.5.._5?/.0 11'7 tfm&;/·~ 
' 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS 11 1/t/ 
Date: i ! /le~/ Q(,, 
Employee#: ~ l--( 9J(/ Q 
E'xcavatlng & Pa\lin<;I Start Time: End Time: 1 0 0 Total Hours Worked: /7. 1 
OYes 
Contractor 
5450 w Gowen Rd. ' Were you injured on wday?. p/ No 
Boise, ID 83709 \j ~ . -
Driver's Signature: ~ · l.:L..====:' 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy _ _L..:__ _ _ Legal OVWT __ ,,,"'----
Gallons Fuel Added:~ Beginning Mileage:57771 Ending Mileage: SJ 9'r8 10· Totai Mileage: -'~ 10_·~( __ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours: ___ 9_;_1_5 _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: --~------
Trailer#: ------7"-'---------
(,/)OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
.0 Engine 
rz( Oil Level 
ci Clutch 
\Zl, Cooling System 
'ej Defroster-Heater 
0 Fuel System 
JZf Exhaust System 
~ Drivelines .Suspension Transmission/Differential Jzf Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
121 Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: ---------- Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code ·Code Material 
2::;_' . 1451 ,,.. •JI I 
-
. r ~ l ._,,,_ } ·~ ...., 
25 ~·I> JOI ~"f\ 1451 


















21' Air Brakes-Line Gauges 
'A Parking Brake-Warnings 
Jzi" Truck-Frame-Body 
@; Mirrors, Wipers, Horn 
y:J Marker Lights-Gauges 
JZf. Signal-Stop Lights 
'rz:( Steering 
ri Tires-Wheels 8- Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
U Back-Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs; _______ _ Date: 
----
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25.~ I 
-·"'· ·"' n 
-
25.5 'D.t> ~ei< ~ /1 


















DAY: ~r w T F s 
Were any employees injured on the jo/J today? No Yes 0 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 
/VA Was trench inspected: 
Begin Time: ~: 1° End Time: 'c:;;:::ro Total Hours: ___ _ 
Superintendent's Signature: ~~C:::ue;/.___ Approved By: ----,:r-~"----''-------
LABOR 
Labor 1411 1411 1411 Code 14i1 141 i 1411 
Activity )Z,ltft; Code 
Employee Employee Type of 
P-tYt:-Number Name Work 










Excavating & pav\n9 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Employee #: _,___,..~~'---'--=----
Start Time: 6-~ 3'.'.J 4tV1 End Time:--£-<~=-_,,_~"'-'-"-
Were you injured oo the job-to~y? ~ No O Yes 
.._______ / _- ~ 7 
T w T F s 
Driver's Signature: -:/i,~o-z-~ -~A~?l,-<L Approved By: / ~ "=-"'::.-:-::_~ ---'c-----Y-_,____,__ __________ _ 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy_____ Legal OVWT ____ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added:dl. \o Beginning Mileage:~ Ending Mileage: Y \!'61 \Dn1 Total Mileage: ~'-=------''--
On Duty Driving Hours: __ __,___ _ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: ________ _ 
Truck #: -----,.L--'-=-=--'--------
~gine 




c:f Fuel System 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
~-Raust System 





Trailer#: _________ _ 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
GY,ZljrBrakes-Line Gauges Q---'__glg-nai-Stop Lights 
E'.Jj.arking Brake-Warnings !.:] q_t13ering 
CT _]ruck-Frame-Body B"!lres-Wheels 
ff JyJinors, Wipers, Horn r:::r-se.at Belts-First Aid Kit 
OMarker Lights-Gauges 0'13ack-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___ '-=--'""-'-:::,_-___;::::::__ ________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: --~--~---- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
- ~,.!)_'\ \ 




2,lr/:>0?.. &r-Pe ,1 kti t-'Jab 1451 /(}/ff) ~1//)(/-/J J~ 5"' 25.5£1l=7~ Fi ~ldrf (PIT 
25 1451 25.5 
_.-i,.._r),. i 
25J9/)J1L/ Yi fl a~ !?r1',Jr,v0 f451 /{)/}() 2L/67P I 25.5~~~/ - 1 r::ieU(lve<\ 
25 
I I J- 1451 25_5"' 
2~ )(1; l'l\·~-.\:-s<M Af 1451 ;t) I Jn lX /TE- I 25):,~~Lf Cl Pl A r-rPSi 
I. 
"' 
0:0~ 1451 25:5 -25 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 





<\ ~\fc; NOTES: 
r7 
Date: ___,__/-_,__ __ ---"'F----------- S W T F S eY'~ WtEmployee#:~ Employee Name: ~JC,.6 \Ql:; . / 
t:'xcavating & pavin9 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
StartTime:-=~=-='------ End Time: "rota! Hours Worked: J.5,JT 
Were you injured on the job todap .As:i No D Yes 
Driver's Signature: 0Q :e~ ::ftl .OQ~Approved By:--:;;?'---'.--·---------Boise, lD 83709 
ldaho/Otl1er State Off Hwy Legal OVWT ____ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added:----.~. Beginning Mileage: 1$ I ~G Ending Mileage: '8 / d &Q_ Total Mileage: ~-() ___ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours: J ~ On Duty Not Driving Hours:~'::?:>~*-· _____ _ 
Truck #: ~_,__.:c..._~~------- Trailer#: (; O j } Trailer#: ____________ _ 
(.;)OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Re~s" ~ Engine ~ Exhaust System ~ Air Brakes-Line Gauges. ~Signal-Stop Lights ~ Oil Level ---S Driveline~ ----:= Parking Brake-Warni~~ S_teering 
~·Clutch ---Q Suspension ~a Truck-Frame-Body _ ~TI Tires-Wheels ~ Cooling System~ Transmission/Differential -----.......tl- Mirrors, Wipers, Hor~ C:J.. Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
c:::t- Defroster-Heater ~ Fire Extinguishers-Triangles Cl" Marker Lights-Gauges 0 Back-Up Alarm 
"'@. Fuel System ~ Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Remarks: __________________________________________ ~ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code ·Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 {,. ( ,./:) (1."" Q J- ~ ' 1451 1-AJ"tA ~ l-K 25·53c'V- f 
25;,./_C)/;?) ~ 17 1451 B'..'.:'10-.c.tl' t~ 25.5. 




25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
-
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS J _s{,; 
Gallons Fuel Added: __ __,._ 
On Duty Driving Hours: __,_a;_.._~_,,_ _ _ 
<:\ 
Beginning Mileage: 81 !Si Ending Mileage:~ Total Mileage: -=--'-"<c----
On Duty Not Driving Hours:_;_()_· ~2t~-----
Truck#: J~Lr \ Trailer #: (pD 1 J Trailer#: ____________ _ 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
Engine ·-TI Exhaust System 
Oil Level ___ ~ Drivelines 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
--~'Air Brakes-Line Gauges -·~ Signal-Stop Lights 
---~ Parking Brake-Warnings ··~ s.teering 
Clutch .. :-"t:l Suspension 
Cooling System _ ·'IS! Transmission/Differential 
Defroster-Heater --0 Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
. "i:l_ Truck-Frame-Body ··.""-- ~ Tires-Wheels 
-~ Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ... ~ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
·-q Marker Lights-Gauges ''Q,_ Back-Up Alarm 
Fuel System --q Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By:---------- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Acti~ity ' Job Labor Type of Hour!':> . Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code· Code. Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
251 cl,., fl { ~'.:'.'J Q . CJ', -\ 1451 k"\ I iO ~)1~ i">\<.'1 ·=-= I tk 25.5?tV _I 
-~ W.~~L \D'/?_ - :. 25U N.6:) (\ 0 1451 G:~o, '-{(0 25.5 -
. 
25 1451 25.5 : 
25. 1451 25.5 ; -. 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
-
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS ) ;J 
E'xcavating & pav\n9 
Contractor 
5450 w Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
!ORBV 
Date: S tMJ T W T F S 
Employee#: lo l 2, ~~ 
StartTime: ~ \ \S: 
Employee Name: ~-G~~-·~· -\'m~· -~·/\-r-------­
End Time: .5 ~3 D Tot~ur~Worked:_ q, \j~ 
Were you injured on the job today? ~No D Yes 
Driver's Signature: ei (_bu.ck ~ CJ.L'\Approved By: \ ~ ~ -~-/-7--'-----·------
-Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ .-~,, Legal OWJT ____ _ 
Gallons Fuel Added: ;35'\~ Beginning Mileage: ~ Ending Mileage: ,,51,~S 
-.._~<a'X:ct On Duty Driving Hours: On Duty Nof1JTIV1ng riours: _________ _ 
Total Mileage: _\~J~o __ _ 
Truck#: 3 \ OC.O Trailer#: L\ (,,q_C\ Trailer#: 
\- -----------~· 







Exhaust System ~ Air Brakes-Line Gauges ~ Signal-Stop Lights 
Drivelines Parking Brake-Warnings Steering 
Suspension Truck-Frame-Body Tires-Wheels 
Transmission/Differential Mirrors, Wipers, Horn Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 0 Marker Lights-Gauges Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: T~ 
...,, 
Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level \ 
<Sw.~h f3c:?w3W-. Dk:-? 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ 
·;.~ . ' 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 'J ,.r--,_ t,;J. c;, iV\ .AAPVI<.. 1\111.i""'\ 1451 1-l.,':1.~ ti\ A-~\-\ ;:\. v~ 25~\0b \ Pv,._~ ~ 
. 
' 
. ;; 25 1451 25.5 \A.'\D 
" 
25fJ~N,::J. ,t;,' '"".IN\~"" . ") l :V\ 1451 ~\(\ t' -'-)\\ 1 25M\rv-, ,c:::; ~kV(' .J'\ \~ 
25 1451 I 25.5 ~~.nt~-.~ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 25.5 '~ 
25 25.5 
25 25.5 
' ' . 
TOTAL HOURS :G..Y4 
Excavating & pavi\\~ 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Employee #: --~~---<'-'--­
Start Time: _ _,,_..,_~~----
Driver's Signat 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy~ Legal OVWT~, ___ _ 
,J/Jf"f) ~oure1 ~r14CJerFJ Gallons Fuel Added:--~- Beginning Mileage: ~cL...---- Ending Mileage:~ 
On Duty Driving Hours: 'J On Duty Not Driving Hours:--~""-=:)~ _____ _ 
Total Mileage: $ __ _ 
Truck#: (3~ Trailer#: 4toil Trailer#:----~=--------
( .J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
Engine Exhaust System Air Brakes-Line Gauges g Signa_l-Stop Lights 
Oil Level Drivelines Parking Brake-Warnings~ ru Steering 
Clutch Suspension Truck-Frame-Body - Tires-Wheels 
Cooling System Transmission/Differential Mirrors, Wipers, Horn Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
, Defroster-Heater Fire Extinguishers-Triangles Marker Lights-Gauges Back-Up Alarm 
Fuel System Radiator- ater/Antifreeze Level n _ \ CQ_ 
marks: ____ ____µ,A4-¥----~'-W"-"'-----=--'-V---4'"-""""~~~e4:r--'--e.t-:..llJA'A£._,~,JJ~·%~s==-\:---\''->IVt.Ve~VL>te~-~, b"""',~<~---------
Repaired By:, __________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repair$:--~------ Date: -~----
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
' 
21':/J,,, ~.,_, .!/. •• -- r:::::::__ l I'. 1451 _"!Jf'Jt.;. -"" - ' ')~~·A"') 1.---- I\ r t I I ', " 1.J/~r1+-- ~ t''t M11/'\ 111'- If- •. 12 . ., y 
25 / i 1' I "' """ 
I 1451 25.5 
C1-.- V lC L r )l.l /Yll)1\lYWLl1u ~ . 
2Eti:t1i~,L HJjn~~~ 1451 i~//') MJP&l- l 25.~/67 t ~li ~~r- iA "'/~bk~~ 
-
. 
25 1451 25,5 




25 1451 25,5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 I 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS ;n 
Excavating & Pa\1111~ 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
ID 83709 
-- Legal OVWT ____ _ Idaho/Other State Off Hwy 
Gallons Fuel Added:--""'-- Beginning Mileage: !f?~ Ending Mileage: -'-''f-''-'-"~-­
On Duty Driving Hours: __ _,__~--
s70 
On Duty Not Driving Hours:--'=--------







C!1' Fuel System 





cf _.Dre Extinguishers-Triangles 
[!['Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
~Brakes-Line Gauges ~nal-Stop Lights 
0 _J;.<;lrking Brake-Warnings ff _S;teering 
C~f-J<Juck-Frame-Body if]Jres-Wheels 
l2f"~rrors, Wipers, Horn ff~at Belts-First Aid Kit 
~Marker Lights-Gauges ~Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________ -tt,r---r-t-------------------------
Repaired By: ----~--.,-----:-- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job. Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 la IL:l!Jt J .3 /,(, ""'1 IM,(".;-- b J,',w../ 1451 1-~~?4'/t? IJ-fr:/r r--:X -~ 25.5._ :!?Ju? I . .2QCJ2rJJ· 
. 
25 1451 25.5 
25h/o!)io:J 
.__<z:umy;.,,r_>- tU,·,uJ 1451 'Z.7t.I/# fk 'f-)}1 :';/ ~ 25.63)/l) 6 l.£1."'1 .e .'/!A/(/ 
25 1451 25.5 
- . 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 





l 25 25.5 
TOTAL HOURS /(} 
NOTES: No of Axles /)-
f 
l ~ 
i A ,,.. M"fi _,,• ~ J~~ ~ Date:-t,/ __ ;_'J_·._a_-__ r;_-_________ s ~ T w T F s 
Employee #: /9 7 JS;2 Employee Name: j(q}.A a L Do tf'J ·tt= / 
£xcavating & Pa"in9' Start Time: _g;:3 0 End Time: /'"3 C) Total Hours Worked: q/ 
Contractor /-
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Were you injured on the job today? lo 0 Yes 
Driver's Signature: ~?~~::::-~~~s-:;;;:----- Approved By: -·--r-J----------------
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy Q Legal OVWT--10~· '----
Gal Ions Fuel Added: 3-!;L Beginning Mileage: J 2f'2~Q Ending Mileage: _[;;2.._9~Qotal Mileage:-~~,/---­
On Duty Driving Houy 7 On Duty Not Driving Hours: __ 2_~~-----
:J'J J-S Trailer#: f1<:76~-----Truck#: Trailer#: __ ·------------
( .J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
c:¥'fngine 






if fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
tr'" Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
~r Brakes-Line Gauges 
arking Brake-Warnings 
uck-Frame-Body 





G-Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
19-frac!z::-Up Alarm 
~ .M-6'~1ing System 
~)defroster-Heater 
e( Fuel System/ . 
Remarks: _(:J~~~~-------------------------------------~ 
Repaired By:---------- Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Nam·e Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
/ 
25Mof:.2 <U/YJ/17f!.rt,n'n0 I 1451 -V'/10 AGP~ ::J. 25~p/ ) ff( ~ &1~ 
-
1451 ,. 25 [' I I 25.5 ~ 
I I 1451 I I / 25.5 .~ ;tejf' iA~cr;~c.,-, 25 -17</:. lt?-1,,;;,c '/.a?J: .. ,•eJ; 
~ I 1451 ,, 25.5 25 '-' 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS q 
v 
No. of Axles: 7 NOTES: 
excavating & pavi\I~ 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
s @ T w T F s 
Employee Name: \2( 
' 
StartTime: End Time: 5~30 Total Hours II< 1-5 
OYes Were you injured on rnday? )'!' No 
Driver's Signature: \£ Approved By:'="-"_,__,_ ____________ _ 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy-~"'---- Legal OVVVT 
Beginning Mileage: 51 bl-/ / · Ending Mileage: 511 \ l Total Mileage: -~~---
On Duty Driving Hours: _____ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: _...,~J-'•'-'2_5-=------
Truck#:---~--------
z:l Engine 
IZ'.i Oil Level 
p Clutch 
Yf Cooling System 
i;J Defroster-Heater 
i;J Fuel System 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 




\Zf Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
~ Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Trailer#:--~=-----------
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
,eJ Air Brakes-Line Gauges z:l Signal-Stop Lights 
~ Parking Brake-Warnings JZf Steering 
~ Truck-Frame-Body ~ Tires-Wheels jzf Mirrors, Wipers, Horn 1:J Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
!Zl Marker Lights-Gauges J2l Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count wt: Wt. Lbs. 
25\oGo~ Su. ...... ""'(:-r. ... w,....J\\ 1451 SlYIO it:\S -01.-, 3.25 255 311 l, 
' 
&,<;ii'; \-\..n 
25 1451 25.5 
25 (..t.D062 s~ ..... r;;ft- Wli..J'i:\ 1451 3Z..i-lto AS?\.-\ 11 25.5 '31 I In 5 A.-~ f:r.V'Ai;; ~c ... ~. \..1... ·M 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451' 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 i•\ f>;.~.';,_·. '· 
25 1451 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 25.5 
25 25.5 •. 
TOTAL HOURS jl.26 
NOTES:~~----~~--~-~~---~-~--~·~ __ N_o_._of_A_x_le_s~:~---·---~.~~-~~-~-~-
, A .r&6-ffi. ,, (j[_ 
f\j!Jlfa' - - ~ ~ 
u Date: ---''-'--,£f:;:;<.--=:__ci"------------ S T W T F S 
Employee#: / l'gc> ;:;- c,l Employee Name:~ utd L1)o~h-x>-v> 
Excavating & pa'll·,n~ 
Contractor 
End Time: Total Hours Worked: lf} ·1 _/ 
5450 W Gowen Rd. Were you injured on the job today? ~ , 0 Yes 
Boise, ID 83709 
Driver's Signature:~ h:, Ja fury<- Approved By:~"--+--"'--------------
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy _ ___,"'---- Legal OVWT ~p 
Beginning Mileage:['2£.JL Gallons Fuel Added: ~:Jr Ending Mileage:g7V 3 3 Total Mileage: l;L/ 
-:7M. 7-=-"'-----
On Duty Driving Hours:-~---­
Truck#: __.,¥="SSJ~=-------~ 
On Duty Not Driving Hours:---='--===------
Trailer#: lf/.,,? %B Trailer 












ef' Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
@.f"' Air Brakes-Line Gauges Ja7 Signal-Stop Lights 
?(Parking Brake-Warnings -el Steering 
~Truck-Frame-Body Er Tires-Wheels 
u Mirrors, Wipers, Horn -0-Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
)d" Marker Lights-Gauges .-e.J'Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks:~~~--.·~c~~--4_------------,------------------------------~ 
Repair_ed By: ---------- Date: ____ _ D~i_ver Reviewing Repairs: Date: __ ~-
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
2z./.j')/ .. ? 3,, --~.,_,,,;,. I J] ,. __ j! 1451 !32oll\n A~-\ .. ,y:z_ 25.5~,,qz _/ rl4:.i 8 h. ,,~\-
25 1451 
\ 25.5 
2Et." ld>C.// c: ,...,__,Mzf:-/V, LA.o 1451 -~21..JID ~Q~# I 25.~~.z 5- l~G.~~\Q;;J;>_\. \ 
25 1451 • 25.5 
- . 
- . 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS '1)' Y-z 
., · () SUPEfUNTENDENT DA ~ ··. ( -_ .• bRK REPORT jl.!JftlXJ -1' ~~ DATE //-lo/-(, DAY S M 1f) W T 





l 7f70 'J<Jc ....,.-) l4rci -i 
/17G4tJ Pcr(}I",\; cer)'i 
Jot&' 10 f;"i,) 
[,.,71'1)-
C.. c(J- f C\ ll{J(. 
25'?t,&oj crl-}J.. ~I/ t d. 
25g7s- c.., +- Jk'J 5)(.,e1.. 
25.s° 51 ( cllMf"'ll p;'c,J..,,, 
25. 
F s 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No i::::;r- Yes 0 
Was a walk-around performed on equ ipment? No 0 Yescr--
Was trench inspected: No 0-----Yts-0 r-"'( 7J ~ / 
Begin Time: l-!?p End Time: 7'? 17 Total Hours: /.7 Weather: ( e:? / 
. ~ ~ S?C~ 
Job 10~;5 Dov-l.R Cl) 
Name f?r'J 1e. J-1eji-YJ er: :J 
0 
Labor :::c i 411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 _J Code ~ 
0 
Activity /t/?610 32'7-l/£ I-Code j;Z'll{O 
Type of ~l~cl ·~~\~;f fFW&-Work /17.J~cJf 
Hours - Io, 3, 13= 
Hours cf, +,\,)h J)~.J c/t }::.\;Jr/Jr h : 1 
Hours "'1.4 •• ;). ,5 ii, l,.r JO Hours 
Hours 7,0 7, 
/{.,),) & :i_ 
31Z3 fc, 3 
1910 ?. ")., . 
l ), 
... C"c»'ilJ 
CJ D 7 ;( )J 
:?~me o-f /Vi ~,,1 rori J 3)1 
..... 
..P-o•--J frl "t5(v Y'1 I 7( 
.. o.I() C'7/- V"qc 
- 5"fC /,JD 
v5e.J )JS- Jo'75 0 --f 
'fro,"\. M"!Jco :::< '/-;;))~ .3 
"Jo}; Sc -llf 
397 
Excavating & paving 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Date:~_,_~~~-~--------~ s 
Employee #: -~ff'-/./~O~A~-"-b,,_· _ 
StartTime: _J__;j-...40 End Time·--1---"-~""-"'---
Were you in1ured on !he 1ob todayc'A--,~ 
Driver's Signature:-----~-"'--------
OYes 
Idaho/Other State Off Hv.ry Legal OWVT .,~ 
T w T F s 
Gallons Fuel Added: Beginning Mileage: 53 '2Jlt2 Ending Mileage: 53 J?Jv Total Mileage: _-.£_£~:__ __ _ 
On Duty Driving Hours: Lf /--z,, On Duty Not Driving Hours: G/ l'./r.:: 
7 
Truck#: Jo~;l.. Trailer#: c;;/uf~ Trailer#: ___ ---F--------
( .J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
! Exhaust System Drivelines ~Suspension Transmission/Differential Fire Extinguishers-Triangles Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code ·Material 
25;-t,/24 Kiut: < BJU!£,; 1451 /tJ//O t77'5"' 
25 1451 2-ftJ3 
25 1451 
250£oG2. Su ft-6/LW IN D 1451 /O//fJ 1'D7o 
25 ~.,....--...-IV 1451 rGolU?R 
25 
-1-i- ,,, 1451 32240 'Tl 
25 1451 
25 ,, 
--?-- 1451 /O //17 'DD J;(} '-f 
25 1451 RtJLLt-"R 
25 1451 










lj Air Brakes-Line Gauges 




,. 25.5 3-&~2 .. 
25.5 
25.5 
I 25.5 3-tlh ~ 
25.5 





l 'j-z.. 25.5 ?Pt:'/ 
·-
~Signal-Stop Lights E: Steering 
};:Tires-Wheels 
}:(Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
7sack-Up Alarm 
!f-/3-0 
Gross Tare Net 
Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
..... 
,.___ 
rro YIYR fJ 
f 25.5 7,J 4-x11 ~ ) 
25.5 








( -') ~tJJ~~~H\\ltr~fNlfQ!~~\\J~lli ll)ffi1 (·'-\~~( f U~~@~'IT' t"'J~-~ DATE: II 7rtf /ob DAY: s '~.,. ~Vi Mv T 
0 
Were any em'Ployees 1njured on the job today? No D Yes D 
F s 













Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 0 Yes)i:/ 











~: .: --·- - ··- - .,. i{; - •. - • •· ·• ~ .}:.'P~f?fes_c_i~· ,~~-r.£'""·<;>.,,.,..,.,N", .,,_, _ .,,-;"""'"_.,..--.Y,,...·_ . ..., __......,,,.,.... "'.'.':C,. ,,"""',, ... - _ ..,--~-~":=::1.r~"";~A1· ·~ . .,,...;·; --""'=-·~ . --.~;- -
lA )(!A.1 l mdf </}J .J;;v AMAl.M Jlruvvl ~/) v a /kfAJ-1 ~ (~;t~~./ ~ H_;/J v:~ -
. 
I I I ... v I 
T W T F S 
lB:::•t1h Employee#: ____ -____ _ Employee Name:-------~--_· '_,~_L ____________ ,, 
Excavating & Pa\linQ. 
Contractor 





5450 W Gowen Rd. 
ID 83709 
Were you injured on the job today?. ~: No 0 Yes ~\I Driver's Signature: ~>. J Approved By: _______________ _ :v 
Idaho/Other State Off Legal Ctt\{_'zt) 
Gallons Fuel Added: 44.o Beginning Mileage: _'_,l_\,_L.._9i_01_l _ ·10l.o-74{ Ending Mileage: ____ _ ):)4. Total Mileage: _____ _ 
:::..15 On Duty Driving Hours: __ '-' ____ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: ____ 5 ____ _ 
Truck#: ___________ _ Trailer#: 4l?iL Trailer#: ____________ _ 
d Engine 
ti Oil Level 
12:! Clutch 
l2l Cooling System 
l2l Defroster-Heater 
;a Fuel System 
(J) OK (x) DEFECT 




£1 Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
.0' Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
,{:J Air Brakes-Line Gauges 12f_ Signal-Stop Lights 
el' Parking Brake-Warnings 121_ Steering 
.0 Truck-Frame-Body e:f Tires-Wheels 
IZl Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ,C4 Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
el Marker Lights-Gauges 2'.l Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: _______________________________________ ~ 
Repaired By: _________ _ Date: ____ _ . Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Job# Name Code Code Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
25 i I,. ~ \ I" I \·, 1A~1 ), 1\1.-.. l c ~ 11 ?~5).IJ,L\ 11i"" '·- ~. . t ~--\ ..._.... ,_,..:...-t\ ., .., ,_ - '" .. ,.,,,,, \ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 ~-bL 7 u l\llk"'.X 'Ji' i1Y..\· 1451 3).fi.io 1~1'1+ 25.5) B4 ~cuc.!isf')A 
25 f:::£/:_"f:_, L. 'S uir\J\\:' \\)J 11d 1451 ~J,410 A-~fk- 25.5 ~114' '2>')bJ::i. Ti® .ft.·1 'AN/'i'l'l .§;\"[\ 
25 dd:_;{:~l... ')4m1~11v1 1451 ~t.A I(:; 11SPl1 5.u 25.5; tH 3 &\Ct)~.) ~10:::.u ~ I . !+t'i\ v.r.-1 t;,c 11 
25 1451 ' 25.5 
25 lk,{)_;e:. ,, Id ~ he· ·4z;, - 1451 3c'.Y\\ f\M ,lS 25.5 5t1A ! ·~fltJ\G C11'"~ul\ / 
25 1451 25.5 
25 fil..* Vw~ \..: l t:"1 v 
*" 
1451 lq010 x 1.0 25.5 1W!- 4 l)'c:J fl),( 1.:, \lf·1r1Ck«·< 
25(daO/] I 1451 25.5 
25 \. ;, ..... II 
' ' 
,-.; I v 1451 25.5 
25 &~';)z:o f1dJt,;:;:i \- 1451 )654) x I. 5 25.5 3 i~~ i fAe \./ ~~ ft fti.,.,1x 
25 1451 25.5 
, I 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 




TOTAL HOURS {1rL5 
Excavating & pa'1\li9 
Contractor 
Date:_-'--'---'--=---=::.__,,,,_ ______ ~ 
Em p I oyee #: --f.J~"'---'--<J..-:=:c___ 
Start Time: ----'"'----=----
Boise, ID 83709 . 
s 
5450WGowenRd. We.re you. 07f0 .01Ytod~.?~. OYes 
Driver's Signature: . Approved By: 
~ -c=-~r;,~-----~·----~ 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy >C Legal OVWT )( 
«. -= .. Cl . 
Gallons Fuel Added: , Beginning Mileage: b 2- ·7yQ Endit;S MileageS('Z l ZJ Total Mileage: -1;--c,;e-+--
On Duty Not Driving Hours: cp .5~ C) 




(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
~xhaust System 
Explail).Defect under "Remarks" ~r Brakes-Line Gauges 6gnal-Stop Lights 
i;a' Prive Ii ne~ 
0puspens1on 
IA' A.ooling System 
W.A'.Sefroster-Heater 
11(' Fuel System 
l2f ..... Transmissi on/Differentia I 
iltPire Extinguishers-Triangles 
\21' Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By:--------- Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Job# Name Code Code Material 
A 
21..io6z <;. /FlfrttJrl. /..JI AJ d 1451 41 t./ Io f/5/JH 
25 1451 
? 
• 25 ti ii 1451 f( II" 




~ 2:=bf£KO fi~Jc itb'\ +- 1451 l~I// t<M 
'j 25 1451 
25 1451 
f 2F£/.6lf_f Ki Nets t/1 e-ul 1451 ltro7 o x 
0 25 I 1451 
2~tf1l~ WvlcL ( tJ·t-t 1451 r1o7o ~fl 
25 r f' 1451 
25 1451 





cf,,Parking Brake-Warnings 2:f _,.£teering 
ruck-Frame-Body C1'" Tires-Wheels 
U_,.,Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ~eat Belts-First Aid Kit 
e1" Marker Lights-Gauges i2f" BackcLJp A/arm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
. f. 
2:.. 25.~£ I/ ·-~ l/loil?r1;Jf 
25.5 
. 
r2< 25.5 /f I/// 
----
- /fniJYf 1 c_,1µ 
25.5 (/A-// ,,..J" 7 
25.5 /';~/~ 
25.5 
I 25.5 /I I - ---- /"}11J)f t!/J 
25.5 
I 
25.5 7 r; , 'le~ I 
/Jlflr 25.5 If /Ill ~i) I ~1rlli "Mt/,JJcdl'Z 
. 
25.5 
.7< 25.5 Ill/ \ I r I I(, Mf (tr1(WV ~-::nv lf-:::X/ I< !?Ji 
25.5 7r-; Yd< I 
25.5 
/;c;6 25.5 fl I -- - la ,4ty1 f/K::fr1 I 
25.5 /Cj v rl,, c:; 





jP;o.Y ~~ DATE: 11 / 1 \ / oh DAY: s 
., Were any emploJ8es inju/ed on the job to.day? No ~ 


























1411 1411 1411 
JVllv6rco.~ ~e:-
u • 
Was a walk-around was performed on equipment? No 0 
Was trench inspection? No 0 Yeso1 Add'! Billing? 
,rf 
No o Yeso ~l\cavating & pavin9 
c ontractor Begin Time: 7 ~ 0 CJ End Time: LUO 0 otalH our~ \!\leather: 
Superintendent's Signature: Approve..P15Y/ ~ )7 
r ~z::~~1~ _LABOR . .• Jt'~t., , . i"' 't-. !'Y-~ ... ~~: . . •< ,;,, T<, ~. c.Qsr ~oqe • J/'7;; "'.' r~. -~~~:-i ~..-r~-~!~-~1f;~ ~ ~ . -
'(.-""'· .v 
.......... 
labor Code 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 
AC";tlvity Code 24310 26005 27705 28610 24254 17200 19060 28907 30510 32240 IJ/ I-
... 
::;$ 
c c: c: c en o!I c: )( ;; 0 
.2 
·= .2 .2 0 .: c: 0 o;: ~ ~ I 0 "' - 0 cZ o E o..-... 0 ... Cl CD CJ "O .. c: ::I 0 2 :::i 0 :::i .., ... .. -
... !:: ... ;l !:# CJ c: .: "' c: d .. < E ro Employee E - .. - I- ~ Q. 0 > "' Cl .D 0 -CJ Ill GI II) 
"' Ill ~Ill CJ Cl ...... ... Ill 
" '" o.. E 
.. .D u :a c 0 3: c: 0 c: - c: "' c: u E c u > Number Employee Name ~8 ... 0 ~8 :§ 8 Cl. Cl -c: " ~ :J:;,: .., 0 ..!!! .. !-(/) u a: u in 0 ~w D.. Ill ~ ;;; u D.. D.. 
JJ_'fffl°! CTI~ fe~a ,-.-.._ Hours <ff.:i ;] I 
::!::><-/ ?41 J,, L .... lic1r. f.11) Hours /_/ <fY; 







Equlpm~.D.t ... '""': . " "';fl' - ~I." ·iiJ~-~r~ 1*1A~-~- " • · -~ • ,. ·.io "~'~i)d . .•. # • .. ... •• 
· :; · -~~.~~~ j;.g~ipment Use' Ho'urs .' or\l RCf!;~I# I ~ pes_crip$.)91) of 'eq1Jipmp11 · 
.ii:· . .'~',!!;. ,,~ 
• I '' ·~ 
2s.5/7CS /,,(I dp,,- 3 3 









~"";, ~f.rc:i~ . :u'd!iJ· :::,."!; f '"!.2'.:'. ~ ;: • WORf< DE;SCRlPd,flON . .. , - . ... · \~~f;t;o;;~~:'.''~~<J~ ~i ,·;;· .~. -~ ... QI,,_ ·- -









l 7f70 ]he ,,.r) lr;1<:.; "l 
J17Plt ft:Jr{J·f';o cerd'i 
ltJt g /0 





25?5&oj o:l-31. µJ/ uf. 
2s~iJIS- c., .J- J k'h )~l 
25.s° 51 (tffll>-Jf7w~~p;~J.v/ 
25. 
DATE:_/_/-_-_&_. ____ _ DAY: s 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No 
Was trench inspected: No r/( 7J 
R 




Begin Time: &!JP End Total Hours:~---
Job 10") 5 Doird- r;c-ct/J .)r ->'"' #! eA 
Name ljr) fZ, 8e,Ji-1".5 J_,J. c.-f ._ \..J ;y,.J 
Labor 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 1411 Code 
Activity /t/ltJV 32'1-L/i Code JZZ40 
Type of f'~ll pl •d ! fFWtr Work fl,?Jiri ,,) /)~~ ( J 
Hours JO, 3, 
Hours ?, .+,1.,,5 h ))<P.J ~11 )::,'..;5 Gr h: 
Hours ""14 • J, ;;).. ,5 I 
Hours l ,J'" 
Hours 7,0 
/t..,)'J~ (; :;i_ 
.:3 :{ g3 ~ 3 
1910 "). 
l 
'J D 7 >( )J 
:Jome {;> -r Ni,.,,;, {'"Ort) 5)/ J)o'i 


















Oci'J·e.. hel.., l f 
-
.J( ) C•1J- vqc 
- 5"'tC /;JD for; 
v5e.J );> T015 0 --.; J.. ~ f J-vr, 
'from .. M"!.J(O ;< '.! )}- ) J.... 2 j/'-17 / 
Jo!J .,e..L Sc / 
C:xcavating & Pa\1\n\l. 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Idaho/Other State 011 Hwy--"""~-­
Gallons Fuel Added:--='---




Ending Mi I ea g e: ..L-.-""-~-"-=--
On Duty Driving Hours: 0 n Duty Not Driving Hours: G/ '/.l'C 
Trailer#: ---~tP~~~(;f'--=;:;-__ 7_ Truck #: --------L--'-"'-¥"'--~-- Trailer#: ____ -.F----------
( .J) OK ( x) DEFECT Explain Defect under "Remarks" 





~ Exhaust System Drivelines ~Suspension Transmission/Oitferential Fire Extinguishers-Triangles Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
A Air Brakes-Line Gauges 




t( Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
jYBack-Up Alarm 
Remarks: __ ~------------------:--1r-----------------------:::;;;;;;:;;---
Repaired By:~--------- Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of Hours Equip.#. 
Load Gross Tare Net 
Job# Name Code Code ·Material Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
255"&/24 !llua < BJ<.;Jnh'.c 1451 /tJ//O t77'£ ,. 25.s ~t:D 
25 1451 ~~().., 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
2s0£o6-Z 151.Jft-6/0P IND 1451 /O//JJ 1'D1D I 25.5 3-tJ£ ~ 
, 
1451 tcol!..!?k 25.5 25~~ ._,.,, ...... 
-H- II 1451 3221./D l/f/a 25fi.i'\j T R.ucJ 
,_ 
25 ,__ 
"'{./ 1~ . 
25 1451 I/ 25.5 
25 Pl 
-!)::-- 1451 /0//,() 'DD 71() I 25.5).o t; f? L-1 
25 1451 RtJUJ::-7<. 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
256-~ Ell»R fLk:ZA-- 1451 !OllO 11£1 1 '/-z.. 25.5 '3-t:>t: t? rro b"M<- b 
25 1451 
I 25.S 71 rt-YI I b-) 
/ J / ,_ 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 
25 1451 25.5 














Was a walk-around performed on equipment? 
Was trench inspected: 










$41~(;.liAd ~\/\. C2~ 't 
~~t./~1 .........,\.__,Lf-fUMlk~f.----"adJ=· -fl.'--tp-~~'---b;;I42-'-"-~___,cdL 
l.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~ 
L~~~~~~~~~~~40~6.___ 
T w T F 
Employee#: \e/-:A1Jv Employee Name: _______ Q.:_._\,_--c_L_· -----------r' 
E')[cavating & pav\nQ, 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
Start Time: '::.f.\v..) 
Idaho/Other State Off Hwy ____ _ Legal 
bl) Tota! Hours 
Gallons Fuel Added: 44.o Beginning Mileage: _1_1.._\ ___ _ Ending Mileage: _____ _ Total Mileage: _\_:A_./·_, __ _ 
,..,.,,,,.. 
On Duty Driving Hours: ___ · _1_.) __ _ On Duty Not Driving Hours: ___ ._) ____ _ 
Truck#: _______ ~----~ Trailer#: 4-ttiL Trailer#: ____________ _ 
cl Engine 
el Oil Level 
CZI Clutch 
12'.l Cooling System 
0 Defroster-Heater 
,0 Fuel System 
(.J) OK ( x ) DEFECT 




JZ:i Fire Extinguishers-Triangles 
.l2f Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Explain Defect under "Remarks" 
-<i Air Brakes-Line Gauges ~ Signal-Stop Lights 
e1 Parking Brake-Warnings 12r Steering 
.0 Truck-Frame-Body e1 Tires-Wheels 
0 Mirrors, Wipers, Horn ,CJ Seat Belts-First Aid Kit 
E'.'.i Marker Lights-Gauges El Back-Up Alarm 
Remarks: ___________________________________________ _ 
Repaired By: _________ _ 
Job Labor 
Name Code Job# 
/'. l \. 1At: 
'--""•,_,,..,:__,, ., .... 
25 1451 
'5 u lfll\.z:.1 '\);' I\"<:.\ 1451 
':j Uil\jtlc': 1\/J i j\(j 1451 
'5 i.l1t1lr\C\i.}11vl 1451 
25 1451 
,, u :r--ne · ·o;·z>, 1451 
25 1451 
25{da 017 I 1451 
25 \ t .. ~ • _\~ 






















. Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ _ 
Hours Equip.# 
25.5 
25.5 ~ l~4 
. 25.5 





















TOTAL HOURS tf.1.) 
I 
' I 
Excavating & paving 
Contractor 
5450 W Gowen Rd. 
Boise, ID 83709 
On Duty Driving 
F 
Were you injured 
Driver's 
Legal OVWT ____ _ 
-----'='~-~-Beginning Mileage: <ifz 7<?0 
0 n Duty Not Driving Hou rs: ~,,.,,____--=--"""---'=::__ _ 
Truck #: ----'"'-=~~----- Trailer#: __ _,_~~+--------- Trailer#:----,.'-=--------
~~ngine 
(.J) OK ( x) DEFECT 
~xhaust System 
Explai_!}J)efect under "Remarks" 
z('Air Brakes-Line Gauges 6gnal-Stop Lights 
zf ,k?il Level !Z'.,,.tirivelines 
12'.(;.:; I u tch 
L;Z(,.e~.ooling System 
~fi)etroster-Heater 




l.2f Radiator-Water/Antifreeze Level 
Repaired By: ________ _ Date: ____ _ 
Job Labor Activity Type of 
Job# Name Code Code Material 
21...t.otz S. r111frit»t 1,,/1 Aid 1451 '?Zi/(O fJ:5fJH 
25 1451 
/' 
c 25 cl if 1451 f{ (( 




<; 2~{6'0 fidJc- kb'\+- 1451 _%4/ KM 
1j 25 1451 I 
25 1451 
~ 2tt6Cfr !<irJc..S t/1C-w 1451 f tro7 a x 
0 25 I 1451 
2¥.[n"t7t- w\ Jc!_~ o·ft 1451 f 1070 F'i ff 
25 r f1 1451 
25 1451 







arking Brake-Warnings ~,.fateering 
o/tfUck-Frame-Body 13 ]:ires-Wheels 
(J..)'<flirrors, Wipers, Horn el ,.2eat Belts-First Aid Kit 
tl Marker Lights-Gauges IZ( Back"Up Alarm 
Driver Reviewing Repairs: _______ _ Date: ___ __,_ 
Hours Equip.# Load Gross Tare Net Count Wt. Wt. Lbs. 
' 
Z: 25.5?oi(( i/ ·- - 1/-a.Jl/f/P-Jf 
25.5 
IJ.2< 25.5 /f I/// 
---










25.5 7a ~ '} c}_!_ I 
?Jill 25.5 Ir /Ill Wah I ~A "!Otis ;J J<-~12 
25.5 
,7t;; 25.5 //// \ I I(, ..J'){ //I r-;tAJ r-::rf I? r-)('j /;. n 
25.5 7o Yd( I 
25.5 
1>s6 25.5 fl I - - . ~Aff'/VR-t?r I 







"'OT c: No. of Axles: 
'" , E~·:--------------------------·-.:~---------------









, I . 
DATE: I I I I \ I 0 h DAY: 
"' Were any empio)ees inju/ed on the job today? No 
S M T W T 
Yes 
Was a walk-around performed on equipment? No Yes 
Was trench ins.pected: No'-6~ 1vft4 
Begin Time: ~ :(70 End Time: lf--:rv Total Hours: Weather: ~::::::::::=-,,,1--_L_.~ 















E:xcavating & p0vifl9 
Contractor 
Employee 
Number Employee Name 
' . 
··'.·gL 
DAT~: __j- j_.)_ -() ~ __ DAY: . S M 
Job Name: f6i~.;;-fj@Ai?£1~b #: ="""""~~"""""~"='====== 
Were any employees injured on the job today? No Gil. YesO 
Was a walk-around was performed on equipment? No 0 Yes~ 
No 0 Was trench inspection? No 0 Yeso1 . Add 'I Bill ing? 
Begin Time: 7 ~O CJ End Time: / f:O 0 /'fatal Hours~ 
Superintendent's Signature: Approve~/ I")") 
Weather: 
La bor Code 1411 1411 ' 1411 1411 1411 '1411 1411 1411 1411 141'1 
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E :g 5 
Q_ U1 a:: 
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c. -(/) c: 
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. d/b/a Knife River 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a Kl'JIFE 




L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 




L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
Defendants. 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
411 
CASE NO. CV08-4251C 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
CASE NO. CV08-4252C 
CASE NO. CV08-l 1321 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; et. al., 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) :ss 
County of ADA ) 
DAVID T. KRUECK, being duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and am competent to testify 
regarding the matters set forth herein. 
2. I am a member of the law firm of TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRt\lfAN, 
P.A., representing the Plaintiff in this matter, and I make the following statements based 
upon my own personal knowledge. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'A,' and fully incorporated herein by this 
reference, are true and coITect copies of two (2) Claims of Lien recorded with the Canyon 
County County Recorder's Office against real property located in Canyon County, Idaho, 
Instrument Nos. 2007071408 and 2007071409, on behalf of the Plaintiff on October 25, 
2007. The real property described in these Claims of Lien comprise a portion of the 
property which is the subject matter ofthis foreclosure action ("Property"). 
4. On October 26, 2007, I caused copies of the recorded Claims of Lien to be 
sent to the owners or reputed owners and the registered agent for these respective 
companies, via certified mail, return receipt requested and regular mail to the addresses 
identified in the records of the Idaho Secretary of State for both the companies and their 
registered agent. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'B,' and fully incorporated herein by this 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
412 
reference, are true and correct copies of the cover letters sent with the Claims of Lien 
described in this paragraph. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'C,' and fully incorporated herein this 
reference, are true and correct copies of the Lis Pendens instruments recorded with the 
Canyon County Recorder's Office on April 29, 2008, Instrument Nos. 2008023476 and 
2008023477, against the Property. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, PA 
By: 
David T. Krueck 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of December, 2009. 
ary Public, State of Idaho 
esiding at: Boise, ID 
My commission expires: 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAL'l"TIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, with offices at 225 N. 9111 
Street, Suite 820, Boise, Idaho 83702, certifies that on the 9TH day of December, 2009, he 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be forwarded by the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following: 
Samuel A. Diddle 
Eberle Berlin Kading Turnbow & McKlveen, Chtd. 
PO Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Attorney for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
David E. Wishney 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for L222-I ID Summerwind, LLC,· L222-2 ID 
Summerwind, LLC; L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC; and 
Union Land Company, LLC 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Attorney for Riverside, Inc. 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES 
PO Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for P MA, Inc. 
Michael 0. Roe 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHTD. 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
PO Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorney for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 344-8542 [Z1 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 342-5749 [Z1 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 466-4498 [Z1 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 343-5200 [Z1 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 385-5384 [Z1 
Hand Delivered D 
U.S. Mail D 
Facsimile 388-1300 [Z1 
William G. Dryden 
Matthew L. Walters 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
PO Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
Frederick A. Batson 
Jane M. Yates 
GLEAVES SWEARINGEN POTTER & SCOTT LLP 
PO Box 1147 
Eugene, OR 97 440 
Attorneys for Rexius Forest By-Products, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
Smith H01Tas, P.a. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Attorney for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
PO Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedick and Carol L. Benedick 
Tom Mehiel, President 
Valley Hydro, Inc. 
1904 E. Beech Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID T. KRUECK IN SUPPORT OF 
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~:;NY'Jjhfl°'( HEGORDER , 
CLAIM OF LIEN RE~llif~01it/ 
TO: County Recorder, County of Canyon, State of Idaho, and ifiill { t iffrfitmnrr .::::-
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, and L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
(Owners or Reputed Owners). 
TAKE NOTICE that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River, an Oregon corporation 
authorized to do business in the state of Idaho under the assumed business name Knife River, the 
Claimant herein, claims a lien against the real property hereinafter described, for money due and 
owing for improvements performed, including but not limited to labor, equipment and materials, 
to said real property. This Claim of Lien is for the value of Claimant's materials, supplies and 
labor, and against the buildings being constructed on the premises, the land upon which the 
buildings are located and a convenient space about the same, or so much as may be required for 
the convenient use and occupation thereof. 
Said labor and/or materials or equipment was performed and/or furnished at the request 
of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. d/b/a Exti·eme Line Construction, Inc., and performance by 
Claimant was ceased or completed on or about August 29, 2007. 
The real property subject to the lien is located in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, 
and is more particularly described as follows: 
AU of the real property described in the recorded plat for SummerWind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II attached hereto, and fully incorporated 
herein by this reference, as Exhibit 'A,' filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008406; EXCLUDING Lots 48, 52 and 62 in Block 1 of 
the Subdivision and Lots 8, 10, 17 and 20 in Block 4 of the Subdivision. 
The names and addresses of the owners or reputed owners of said real property is: 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
CLAIM OF LIEN - l 
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L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
L222~2 ID Summerwind, LJ_,C 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The name and address of the registered agent for all of the owners or reputed owners of 
said real property identified herein is: 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The amount unpaid to Claimant, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for which this 
lien is claimed, is $217,385.82, plus interest pursuant to Claimant's contract with Extrerne Line 
Logistics, Inc. 
WHEREFORE, the Claimant hereby claims a lien against the above-described real 
property and against the improvements located thereon for the said sum of $217,385.82. 
Claimant also claims a lien against the real property described herein for the sum of $437.50 for 
reasonable attorney's fees incurred in preparing this Claim of Lien, the sun1 of $39.00 for 
recording this Claim of Lien, and for further reasonable attorney's foes, costs and accruing 
interest relating to the foreclosure of this lien. 
The undersigned is knowledgeable of the matters stated herein and verily believes the 
same to be true and just The undersigned will mail a true and coITect copy of this Claim of Lien 
to: 1) the owner or reputed owner by certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid; 
and/or 2) the registered agent of the owner or reputed owner at the foregoing address by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid within five (5) business days of filing this Claim 
of Lien for recording with the Canyon County Recorders' office. 
DATED this 25th day of October, 2007. 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
Kruec 
At orney and Authorized Agent for 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River 





County of Ada ) 
t-
on this 25._ day of October, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said state, personally appeared David T. K.rueck, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and who, being by me first duly sworn, 
declared that he is the attorney and agent for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River That 
he signed the foregoing document as the attorney in fact for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., and that 
the statements therein contained are true and just. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY Pu:auG I?QR,SJ:~TE OF IDAHO 
Residing at:~ 
My Commission Expires: 1l~l \a-oll 
CLAIM OF LIEN - 3 
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EA$1S OF BEARING 
I 
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SU I/;: = - W~P ').M Pl.$ 87!JJ" WIWER FIRE DISTRICT 
:f;r/d1 
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F"ot!Wi I/;/" 1nm RH AS 5'JO<W 
!'OUNtJ 1-t;:r' HfCl'I PIPC AS -
c.<LCULlll'1:> FW1lO!t (M. r 
MXF:PTr:tJ »CJ -Y£l) THISlL DAY CF 1-·'Y 21Xi7. 
Ptj£ff~ l/JOOIG 
N 
St:Af.£: t 1N01 • .JOO Ft;ET 




1. WIS 41 N-1/J 6'S W 11.-0CK 1 Nfl> LOT t CF"l!J{()t;#: ' NII!! J!'l:lE!!rl 
~ AS"<:Ol&Jilll JJIQ. l.11TS ~ t.i>l'S"' ~
-1fD. FM 1!i<" Pllfll'OtS£ Cl!" l'U!L'C Ul'll.!ln 
~ -111'.W, rB.F o:wi.se; 1'£tl€S-. ~ ca.F" CftttT 
~~IS YO 'M 01'NED A'IO WJHl'AMF.» Ill' ,llj£ 
2. .. 15 reor ...,... V.!1£1/:li}/1 IS H'lmlY ~\>fl> ~T ro..,.. WT 
ue:£S ca..iCH TO A Pl.&!C ~-'NAY NliJ TO TllC ~
f;()l.Jtl{Wt.Y Ft;;R l'l.Q.'C IJltJ """'ATE VTVIU ORJJNM:E AAV -10< 
~ t>tCIYT ~ $HO>IH HE1ll::OH. 
.1. 11 ~ mor !ll!lt E"ASalfllr IS -r RESERVC!J AU:JN4 NJ.. tor UlltS' 
m Wt "6 ~ 81.0C>l 1 Nil> LOT 1 01' 400< 4 Fat 
NI/] \tEW f'!J11P<l1Sf$. "(f£ /;\Sll<QIT !iH.<JJ. ~ 11£ 
~ Fr:R m- -ll<:W""" - unurr HO MO>!!' /'itl(M;;) ~ CF 41/Y OJI> Sli'l.L 6€ 
~1£D W OR~ SJ,.lt1 £.AS(,11CNT. 
•• .. 2fJ rwr """' £ASOAD<T IS ~y R£$l]IV£D FOR Dltl<l>IME 
~AT TH( Lo:;ria.$ CH 1hfS l'!.Ar. 
ii. 4 II FOOT ~ ~r CH l!A1!H srJ£ Of ~ tor UN'li:S JN'! A 
10 tmT M!>lr DSae/T (!ti EACH SlllC Of' QACI( l.OT UN!S UNI.ES$ 
c~ N011ll JS Hfl<a1r ~ f'<l!I!: u!l!Jl"f, r>tlMlAct: N<RJ 
AOl<Mna.t. IF A LOT~ IS IJO\'Etl 1flli' EASOIOll(S) SIMU llO\<f" 
lll1lt 1Kl" ~ L1'1!; P!IOl'ltal !MT U't»JTIES HA\'!: !IOT l¥1JI 
IHSTN.l.£D ,.IHH mt ~l(s). 
f. BUcJ)6IG srnMa<S MO ~ STANIMROS fl Y1il$ S!JOOllQQH 
S>w.J. BE IN ClJlif'lW«;£ Wf/11 mi; ~ Z!)NtllQ A£tMA l!<:WS OF 
CllHYON o:M'llY. Otll AS ~y ~la>. 
7. l>.s 1'>£'.a(AM;iJT llf!COOU:tES <SECllOH Z!-<503. IDN+O ""'4 """1 
ro l'NIJ,l, llfl!Ql STAJ'a '/lo ~Tu'R.-\J. Q>EJl!AJ»l ~ iW. 
-~ ro tr S4N.L &r c.t ~ ..t ~ MV..tll!' at 
PUlll.IC, !!~ NIY QWIGlit> ~ IH !)'! J!/30IJT 1H£ 
~'MVL AC~llnE'S'Aro:R 1!1€ ~ 11#$ l1a1i IH Cl'QA~ 
~J.~~ti.JYrl<f:~~~~~=-r~ 
- fJF' l!<iS S!:~llll'j SH,<u. NOT IJ>Pf.Y ~A Wl!WIC£ ~1!1 fR(tl ~ al Nf:Cl.l<ll:NT G'fll'AOOH tJF AHY 
A~l!JIW. OPVIA!)CH !)'! AH() N"l"IY<t£1<AJJCe 70 IT." 
ll. 1HE' llE\RCP£11 $1/NJ. COil«'t.Y llllk /CJ.HO CC01i: S<Cl'l<lH J!-.)<l!OS 
RfilJl»M; "'~- IHQlr.1. .,,,_._NII) C\'SCI.~ 
ll N<Y ~>!SIOO CF JltS PLIT SHAf.L C'Cill'l.Y lf!lff 11«' ~ 
ZfWll.K; ~n<ws Ill (]"FLl;T A.t 111£ l'l"1: OF !)!( Rf~. . 
10. ltlJ. ~ AND CLJ.19 HWSli'. F'ACSLJl1£S fN IMS ~ -
~ lO lHSTAU. Fll!f ~ ~ Sf'Sl'DlfS. 
II. ltlJ. ~ 5HIJ"' ~ N?£. ilfllf8Y C<DfCAm> rr; 1l!li totili OF 
l'll(l'(JB(J(J. 
(JT!LfTY NOTES 
----.=:"'.;;.~·.,,.,.;~:;-ii '· ~~~SC 
SfJ'llC S>Slll<S. 
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CLAIM OF LIEN SY REciu.'Jl ·· ' · >Ow~ii I 
TO: County Recorder, County of Canyon, State of Idaho, anfDiiwn ~ o ,, , 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, and L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
(Owners or Reputed Owners). 
TAKE NOTICE that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River, an Oregon corporation 
authorized to do business in the state ofidaho under the assumed business name Knife River, the 
Claimant herein, claims a lien against the real property hereinafter described, for money due and 
owing for improvements performed, including but not limited to labor, equipment and materials, 
to said real property. This Claim of Lien is for the value of Claimant's materials, supplies and 
labor, and against the buildings being constructed on the premises, the land upon which the 
buildings are located and a convenient space about the same, or so much as may be required for 
the convenient use and occupation thereof. 
Said labor and/or materials or equipment was performed and/or furnished at the request 
of Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. d/b/a Extreme Line Construction, Inc., and performance by 
Claimant was ceased or completed on or about August 29, 2007. 
The real property subject to the lien is located in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, 
and is more particularly described as follows: 
All of the real property described in the recorded plat for SummerWind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I attached hereto, and fully incorporated 
herein by this reference, as Exhibit 'A,' filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 21 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008405; EXCLUDING Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 of the 
Subdivision. 
The names and addresses of the owners or reputed owners of said real property is: 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
CLAIM OF LIEN· 1 
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L222-11D Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
L222-2 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The name and address of the registered agent for all of the owners or reputed owners of 
said real property identified herein is: 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
The amount unpaid to Claimant, after deducting all just credits and offsets, for which this 
lien is claimed, is $217,385.82, plus interest pursuant to Claimant's contract with Extreme Line 
Logistics, Inc. 
WHEREFORE, the Claimant hereby claims a lien against the above-described real 
property and against the improvements located thereon for the said sum of $217,385.82. 
Claimant also claims a lien against the real property described herein for the sum of $437.50 for 
reasonable attorney's fees incurred in preparing this Claim of Lien, the sum of $39.00 for 
reoording this Claim of Lien, and for further reasonable attorney's fees, costs and accruing 
interest relating to the foreclosure of this lien. 
The undersigned is knowledgeable of the matters stated herein and verily believes the 
same to be true and just. The undersigned will mail a true and correct copy of this Claim of Lien 
to: 1) the owner or reputed owner by certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid; 
and/or 2) the registered agent of the owner or reputed owner at the foregoing address by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid within five (5) business days of filing this Claim 
of Lien for recording with the Canyon County Recorders' office. 
DA TED this 25th day of October, 2007. 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
By:@~k 
Attorney and Authorized Agent for 
Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River 





County of Ada ) 
~ 
On this g~ day of October, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said state, personally appeared David T. Krueck, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and who, being by me first duly sworn, 
declared that he is the attorney and agent for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba I<nife River That 
he signed the foregoing document as the attorney in fact for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc., and that 
the statements therein contained are true and just. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUJaWc; fQJ.}jST4TE OF IDAHO 
Residingat: ~<:J l \ 
My Commission Expires: 0 ~ ldO l I 
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Trout+ Jones+ Gledhill+ Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS A T 
David T. Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular Mail 
L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, ID 83616 
L A W 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien - Instrument No. 2007071409 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the owner or reputed owner. A true and correct copy of such Claim of Lien, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2007071409, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTKJam 
Enclosure 
The 9th & Idaho Center + 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331-1170 + Facsimile (208) 331-1529 







O Return Receipt.Fee 
0 (f'.j"dorsement Required) 1--~~-~-1 
~~licted De\ivery_Fee 
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----·-·----.--- ------ -- ·- --- ---
. ~ENDER: COMPLETE THIS SECT/ON , 
' .. a Complete items 1, 2, and· 3: Also complete 
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 
• Print your name and address on the reverse 
.130 that we can return the card to you. 
a Attach this card to the bacl< of"the mailpiece, 
,or on the front if space permits. 
1::: Article Addressed to: 
L222-l TD Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr, ~uite 
155 
Eagle, ID 83616 
2. Article Number .. 
If YES.-enter delivery address be_low: 
· ~- Type ' 
. .,,,;;·· ·.···.rtlli. ·,edM "f ~M"f . I 
' ... ,,., . • 1ai ai ' ~~ ~. ~t[fReglst~red etum Receipt for Merchandise [ 
•. J L D Insured Mail D C.O.D. 1 
::«;; ~· 4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) D Yes 
(Transfer from service labeQ 7006 0100 0003 2398 7288 ! I 
_..J 
, PS Form 3811, February 2004 Domestic Return Receipt 1.02595-02-M-1540 I 
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Trout + Jones •Gledhill + Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
David T. Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular Mail 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B 
Eagle, ID 83616 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien - Instrument No. 2007071409 
TO \VHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the owner or reputed owner. A true and correct copy of such Claim of Lien, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2007071409, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTK/am 
Enclosure 
The 9th & Idaho Center+ 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331-1170 +Facsimile (208) 331-1529 
E-Mail Address: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
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• 
a Complete items 1, 2, 'and 3. Also complete 
itern 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 
& Print yc(cir name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
11 Attach this card to the back of the mailpiece, 
or on tlri front if space permits. 
1. Article Addressed to: 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr. Suite B 
Eagle, ID 83616 
2: Article NU11Jber. 
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3. Service Type 
~Mail o Express Mair / 
0 Registered ~m Receipt for Merchandise , 0 Insured Mail 0 C.0.0. ' 
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Trout + Jones +Gledhill + Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS A T L A W 
David T. Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified Mail -Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular Mail 
Ken; Angelos 
1059 East Iron E(lgle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, ID 83616 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien - Instrument No. 2007071409 
Dear Mr. Angelos: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the registered agent for the owner or reputed owner. A true and correct copy of 
such Claim of Lien, recorded as Instrument No. 2007071409, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTK/am 
Enclosure 
The 9th & Idaho Center + 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331 1170 + Facsimile (208) 331-1529 
E-Mail Address: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
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111 Complete items 1, 2, -and _3. ·Also c_omplete 
; item 4 if Restricted. Q~li\fery is d~i~ed. 
m Print your name a:nd ·address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
a A'rtach this card to the back of the mailpiece, 
or on the front if space permits. 
1. Art'.fle Addressed to; 
-·""--r.':l~----
.· . ~}~ . . 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr, Snite 
155 
If YES, enter delivery address below: 
Eagle, ID 83616 
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~edMaiJ 
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0 Express Mail , 
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2. Article Number . 
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4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) 
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Trout+ Jones+ Gledhill+ Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS A T 
David T. Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified 1l1ail -Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular Mail 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite B 
Eagle, ID 83 616 
L A W 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien - Instrument No. 2007071408 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the owner or reputed owner. A true and colTect copy of such Claim of Lien, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2007071408, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTJ<Jam 
Enclosure 
The 9th & Idaho Center+ 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331-1170 + Facsimile (208) 331-1529 
E-Mail Address: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
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Complete ite~s 1, 2, and 3, Also complete': 
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 
m Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
• .  Attach this card to the) back of the mail piece, 
~qr on the front if space permits. 
~-~"'Article iddressed to: 
Union Land Company, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr. Suite B 
Eagle, ID 83616 3. ServJ>:81"ype 
. t:9-Certified Mail 
0 Registered 
0 Insured Mail 
i 
O~Mail I 
[il.ffeiurn Receipt for Merchandise I 
0 C.O.D. I 
4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) 
2. Article Number . . , . 
(Transfer' tro;m s~~ice lab~O 700~ 0100 0003 2398 7240 
PS Form 3811, February 2004 
L_ 
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Trout+ Jones +Gledhill+ Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS A T 
David T Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular Mail 
L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, ID 83616 
L A W 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien Instrument No. 2007071408 
TO vVHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the owner or reputed owner. A true and correct copy of such Claim of Lien, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2007071408, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTK/am 
Enclosure 
Tbe 9th & Idaho Center + 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331-1170 +Facsimile (208) 331-1529 
E-Mail Address: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
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Complete items 1 , 2, and 3. Also complete 
[tern 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 
11 Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
a Attach this card tO the back of the mailpiece, 
or on tl'j~ front if space permits. 
1. Article Addressed to: 
~"i 
L222-l ID Summerwind, LLC,.,.-·' 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr, Suite •:· · 
155 




D Insured Mail 
I 
D~Mail • 
W,..,<eium Receipt for Merchandise I 
oc,o.o. 1 
4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) DYes 
2. Article Number 
(Transfer rrorh service tabeO 7006 0100 0003 2398 ~257 J 
PS Form 3811, February 2004 Domestic Return Receipt 102595-02-M-1 540 I 
. . J 
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Trout+ Jones+ Gledhill+ Fuhrman, P.A. 
ATTORNEYS A T L A W 
David T Krueck 
October 26, 2007 
Via Certified iliail - Return Receipt Requested and 
US Regular JV[ ail 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Drive, Suite 155 
Eagle, ID 83 616 
Re: Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba Knife River/Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. dba 
Extreme Line Construction, Inc. 
Claim of Lien Instrument No. 2007071408 
Dear Mr. Angelos: 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 45-507(5), notice is hereby given that Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. 
recorded a Claim of Lien in the Canyon County Recorder's Office against certain real property 
of which you are the registered agent for the owner or reputed owner. A true and coJTect copy of 
such Claim of Lien, recorded as Instrument No. 2007071408, is enclosed for your information. 
This notice is being delivered to you by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, and by 
US Regular Mail to your last known address as set forth above. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
DTK/am 
Enclosure 
The 9'11 & Idaho Center + 225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P. 0. Box 1097 +Boise, Idaho 83701 
Phone (208) 331-1170 + Facsimile (208) 331-1529 
E-Mail Address: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
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Complete items 1, 2, and 3. Also complete 
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 
Ill Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
Iii Attach this CiJ!d to the back of the mailpjece, 
or on the fro~t if .space permits. 
1. Article Addres$ed to: 
Kerry Angelos 
1059 East Iron Eagle Dr~ Suite 
155 
Eagle, ID 83616 
2. Article'Number 
If YES, enter delivery address below: 0 No 
3. Serv.~ic Jype 
~rttfledMail 
D Registered 
D Insured Mail 
i 
D Exf!.!l"SS Mail I 
!'9-li8tum Receipt for Merchandise J 
0 C.O.D. I 
4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) 0 Yes 
(fransrer riom ~ei-Jice fabeQ 7006 0100 0003 2398 7264 
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246 
TROUT+ JONES+ GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Email: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
08023Y76 
HECORDE 
29 Pfl 3 11 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business ) 






L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; L222-2 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; L222-3 ID ) 
SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; UNION LAl\T]) ) 
COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY- ) 
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon ) 
corporation doing business as Rexius; ) 
PARADISE EXCAVATION & ) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; PMA, INC., an Idaho corporation;) 
RJVERSIDE, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
STANLEY CONSULTANTS, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; CONGER MANAGEMENT ) 
GROUP, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
DENNIS PHIPPS WELL DRJLLING, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; TRADITIONAL ) 
SPRINKLERS AND LANDSCAPING, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; EXTREME LINE ) 
LOGISITICS, INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE ) 
LIS PENDENS - 1 
456 
Case No. CV08-4251C 
LIS PENDENS 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line ) 
Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. ) 
HTJ!\TEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERlNG, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS ) 
TESTING & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation; ) 
GENEVA EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL ) 
KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/A/D ) 
4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991 ) 
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. ) 
SOLOvV A Y 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARD'.J B.) 
SOLOvVAY TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING ) 
FUTT'S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MILTON ) 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH ) 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. ) 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMPANY C/F ) 
DARYL ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE ) 
P ARiffiR TRUST; JA KRETSCH ) 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON ) 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. ) 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; ) 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. ) 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS ) 
KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED ) 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY ) 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAL\1MEYER ) 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE ) 
WYNN LIVING TRUST; L YAN, LLC; ) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, ) 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; ) 
RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL ) 
RETIREMENT PLAN; STANLEY P AHER ) 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT ) 
& KAREN GRASKI, JTvVRS; PATRICK ) 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN ) 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. ) 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST ) 
CO. CUSTFBO PATRICK MICHAEL ) 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA) 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ) 
LIS PENDENS - 2 
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ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR ) 
SNYDER; BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV.) 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; ) 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL ) 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMARA) 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH ) 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; ) 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; ) 
DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE ) 
MARICETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE ) 
JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN ) 
F. NOLIMALFAJvHLYTRUST; GOLDEN ) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON ) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; ) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE ) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE ) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID KRUGER FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB ) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN ) 
BRYANT LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA ) 
CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING ) 
PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; LARRY ) 
CARTER, LORI CARTER, DAVID ) 
CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING) 
TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS LIVING ) 
TRUST; MARK HEESE; MARSHALL ) 
SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. VOHRA; ) 
MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ LIVING ) 
TRUST 2002; MUSTAPHA ASSI REV. ) 
LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE ) 
ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRAVINP. ) 
BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA ) 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ) 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ) 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD ) 
1/15/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL ) 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE ) 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ F Alv1IL Y ) 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); ) 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE ) 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI LYNN ) 
PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD- ) 
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE ) 
OB/GYNLTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN ) 
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POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT ) 
TO POSSESSION, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-505, Plaintiff Hap Taylor 
& Sons, Inc. doing business as Knife River, by and through its counsel of record David T. 
Krueck of the firm Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., hereby gives notice that a lawsuit has 
been commenced and is pending in the above Court against the above-named Defendants 
seeking to foreclose a Claim of Lien recorded with the Canyon County Recorder on October 25, 
2007 as Instrument No. 2007071409, affecting title to that certain real property described in the 
attached Exhibit 'A,' which is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that the pending action may affect the above-named 
Defendants' title, interest or right to possession of this real property. 
_..,af-
DATED this _o<_ 1 day of April, 2008. 
EDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. 
· T. eek, Of the Finn 
Attofi1ey for Plaintiff 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
On this cA day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said County and State, personally appeared David T. Krueck of the finn Trout, Jones, Gledhill, 
Fuhrman, P.A., known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the 
within instrument, who acknowledged to me that he executed the same freely and voluntarily and 
for the uses and purposes therein mentioned. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. 
LIS PENDENS- 5 
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O~LrYI~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing in Meridian, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 8/31/2011 
EXHIBIT A 
AU of the real property described in the recorded plat for Summer\Vind at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 21 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008405; EXCLUDING Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 of the 
Subdivision. 
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DAVID T. KRUECK, ISB No. 6246 
TROUT+ JONES t GLEDHILL+ FUHRMAN, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 331-1170 
Facsimile: (208) 331-1529 
Email: dkrueck@idalaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
008023~77 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE ) 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business ) 






L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; UNION LAND ) 
COMP ANY, LLC, al). Idaho limited liability ) 
company; REXIUS FOREST BY- ) 
PRODUCTS, INC. d/b/a REXIUS, an Oregon ) 
corporation doing business as Rexius; ) 
CONGER MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; DENNIS PHIPPS ) 
WELL DRILLING, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; TRADITIONAL SPRINKLERS ) 
AND LANDSCAPING, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; EXTREME LINE LOGISITICS, ) 
INC. d/b/a EXTREME LINE ) 
CONSTRUCTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation doing business as Extreme Line ) 
Construction, Inc.; DAVID A. ) 
HUNEMILLER, INC., an Idaho corporation; ) 
SPF WATER ENGINEERil'~G, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company; MATERIALS ) 
TESTil~G & INSPECTION, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; INTEGRATED FINANCIAL ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Nevada corporation; ) 
GENEY A EQUITIES, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; DANA McDANIEL ) 
LIS PENDENS - 1 
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Case No. CV08-4252C 
LISPENDENS 
KANNE SEP. PROPERTY TR U/AJD ) 
4/27/1999; HENRY B. SOLOWAY 1991 ) 
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; HENRY B. ) 
SOLOWAY 2006 REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JOHN R. GIBBS TRUST; KARIN B.) 
SOLOWAY TRUST DTD 4/25/96; KING ) 
FUTT' S FUN FUNDS, LLC; MIL TON ) 
BOZANIC; STEVEN E. CLAYTON; RUTH ) 
D. MILLE LIVING TRUST; JON A. ) 
GRIFFIN SR. AND JUDY A. GRIFFIN ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; MONROE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; NEV ADA TRUST COMP ANY C/F ) 
DARYL ALTERWITZ, IRA; ANNETTE ) 
PARKER TRUST; JA KRETSCH ) 
FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLAN; JASON ) 
PARKER; KARLI PARKER; RENE C. ) 
BLANCHARD TRUST DTD 2/14/73; ) 
CARYL J. GUTH TRUST; DAVID G. ) 
STIBOR D.D.S. LTD. DBPP; DENNIS ) 
KYLE; DVS FAMILY LIMITED ) 
PARTNERSHIP; LIBMAN FAMILY ) 
TRUST; THE CATHY A. KAMMEYER ) 
LIVING TRUST DTD 9/25/91; DALE ) 
WYNN LIVING TRUST; LY AN, LLC; ) 
PINNACLE HOLDING ENTERPRISES, ) 
LLC; ROBERT R. BELLIVEAU TRUST; ) 
RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE FAMILY ) 
TRUST; JA KRETSCH FINANCIAL ) 
RETIREMENT PLAN; STANLEY PARER ) 
TRUST; ANNETTE PARKER TRUST; KIT ) 
& KAREN GRASKI, JTWRS; PATRICK ) 
FLANAGAN TRUST; RICHARD & HELEN ) 
CAROL ELLIS, JTWRS; ROBERT R. ) 
BELLIVEAU TRUST; STERLING TRUST ) 
CO. CUST FBO PATRICK MICHAEL ) 
FLANAGAN, IRA; ANTHONY C. & LINDA) 
A. PUSATERI FAMILY TRUST; ) 
ANTHONY DELIA TRUST; ARTHUR ) 
SNYDER; BEATRICE S. BERNSTEIN REV. ) 
FAM. TR. FBO CAROL B. OSHINS; ) 
BLANCHE M. CRAIG; CARDWELL ) 
CHARITABLE TRUST; CHAD & TAMAR.I\) 
VELLINGA FAMILY TRUST; DEBORAH ) 
FRIEDMAN; DEBORAH STOUT TRUST; ) 
DeETTE CARTER REVOCABLE TRUST; ) 
DI BIASE 1979 TRUST; DUKE ) 
MARKETING, INC.; EDWARD H. OSHINS ) 
REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST; EVE ) 
LIS PENDENS - 2 
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JEANOS; FRANK R. NOLIMAL & ROBIN ) 
F. NOLIMAL FAMILY TRUST; GOLDEN ) 
LEGACY, LLC; HEATHER A. RALSTON ) 
TRUST; JACQUELYN A. McDANIEL; ) 
JAMES AND REBA CARDWELL F A_MIL Y ) 
TRUST; JANET B. GLOVER; JANIE ) 
FRIEDMAN TRUST; JAY A. AND LOUISE) 
A. STEAD; JOAN NEIMAN REVOCABLE ) 
TRUST; JOHN DAVID K..RUGER FA.MIL Y ) 
TRUST; JUDITH TROTTER OR BOB ) 
CHARLES TROTTER; KATHRYN ) 
BRYANT LIVING TRUST; LAGUNA ) 
CONSULTANTS, LLC PROFIT SHARING ) 
PLAN; LARRY CARTER TRUST; LARRY ) 
CARTER, LORI CARTER, DAVID ) 
CARTER; MARGUERITE E. LUCE LIVING) 
TRUST; MARILENE B. NEVINS LIVING ) 
TRUST; MARK HEESE; MARSHALL ) 
SHIELDS IRA; MEENA P. VOHRA; ) 
MICHAEL AND GERI RUMBOLZ LIVING ) 
TRUST 2002; MUST APHA ASSI REV. ) 
LIVING TRUST 6/23/03; PHILIP & ADELE ) 
ENGEL FAMILY TRUST; PRA VIN P. ) 
BAKRANIA AND VEENA P. BAKRANIA ) 
LIVING TRUST; PRISM MANAGEMENT ) 
PENSION TRUST; RALSTON FAMILY ) 
TRUST; RAY W. MILLISOR TRUST DTD ) 
1115/92; RICHARD A. OSHINS 1995 ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; RONALD J. FADEL) 
M.D. IRA; RUTH OSHINS REVOCABLE ) 
FAMILY TRUST; SCHWARTZ FAMILY ) 
TRUST; SHARON GEORGE (FRIEDMAN); ) 
SS TRUST; THE CHERRY TRUST; THE ) 
LeMAIRE FAMILY TRUST; TONI L \'NN ) 
PUSATERI; VICTORA C. PICKARD- ) 
BROWN TRUST; WOMEN'S CARE ) 
OB/GYN LTD.; and ALL PERSONS IN ) 
POSSESSION OR CLAIMING ANY RIGHT ) 
TO POSSESSION, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-505, Plaintiff Hap Taylor 
& Sons, Inc. doing business as Knife River, by and through its counsel of record David T. 
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Krueck of the firm Trout Jones Gledhill Fuhrman, P.A., hereby gives notice that a lawsuit has 
been commenced and is pending in the above Court against the above-named Defendants 
seeking to foreclose a Claim of Lien recorded with the Canyon County Recorder on October 25, 
2007 as Instrument No. 2007071408, affecting title to that certain real property described in the 
attached Exhibit 'A,' which is fully incorporated herein by this reference. 
NOTICE IS FlJRTHER GIVEN that the pending action may affect the above-named 
Defendants' title, interest or right to possession of this real property. 
DATED this o('ftr of April, 2008. 
By: 
Davi e 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Ada ) 
On this cJ1 day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said County and State, personally appeared David T. Krueck of the firm Trout, Jones, Gledhill, 
Fuhrman, P.A., known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the 
within instrument, who acknowledged to me that he executed the same freely and voluntarily and 
for the uses and purposes therein mentioned. 
IN WITJ:\TESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year first above written. 
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L L/Yl l/lwiL 
NOTARY PlJBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing in Meridian, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 8/31/2011 
,:,1 
EXHIBIT A 
All of the real property described in the recorded plat for at 
Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22 
records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as 
Instrument No. 2007008406; EXCLUDING Lots 48, 52 and 62 in Block 1 of 
the Subdivision and Lots 8, 10, 17 and 20 in Block 4 of the Subdivision. 
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Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
THOML\S, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
rnor@moffatt.com 
rar@mo ffatt. corn 
23690.0002 
0 9 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K C,L\NNON, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Certain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD WDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/aKNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, et al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RIVER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-1 ID SUMMERWIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, et al., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV08-425 l C, consolidated with 
CV08-4252C and CV08-11321 
MOTION FOR SUlVIMARY 
JUDGMENT AS TO KNIFE RIVER'S 
LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAIMS 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO 
K1~IFE RIVER'S LIEN FORECLOSURE CLL-UMS -1 C!ient: 1453411.1 
467 




L222- l ID SUMMER WIND, LLC, an Idaho 
corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and its assigns and Geneva 
Equities, LLC, by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and moves this Court, 
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for summary judgment on Hap Taylor 
and Sons, Inc, d/b/a Knife River's ("Knife River") lien foreclosure claims. This motion is 
supported by all pleadings on file in this matter, the Memorandum in Supp01i, and the Affidavit 
of Rebecca A. Rainey in Supp mi filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By~c~z~ 
Rcl;ecca A. Rainey- Oft~ 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of December, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY AS 
LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAIMS to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRt\1AN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dlb/a Knife 
River 
David E. ·wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Facsimile (208) 342-5749 
Attorneys for L222-l ID Summenvind, LLC, L222-2 
ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 ID Summerwind, LLC, 
and Union Land Company, LLC, Kerry Angelos 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 343-5200 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Facsimile (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO 
KNIFE RIVER'S LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAIMS - 3 Client:1453411.1 
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Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKl VEEN & 
JONES 
1111 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Conger lvfanagement Group, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Maiiin C. Hendrickson 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Facsimile 800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine St. 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Facsimile (208) 459-4573 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedict and 
Carol L. Benedict 
Tom Mehiel, President 
VALLEY HYDRO, INC. 
1904 E. Beech St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
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Michael 0. Roe, ISB No. 4490 
Rebecca A. Rainey, ISB No. 7525 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




CANYON COUNTY CLERK. 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and Ce1iain Other Named Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC., d/b/aKNIFE 
RNER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID Su1v1MERWIND, LLC, et al., 
Defendants. 
HAP TAYLOR & SONS, INC. d/b/a KNIFE 
RNER, an Oregon corporation doing business 
as Knife River, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
L222-l ID SUMMER\VIND, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, et al., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV08-4251C, consolidated with 
CV08-4252C and CV08-1132 l 
MElYIORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUlYIMARY 
JUDGMENT AS TO KNIFE RIVER'S 
LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAilYIS 
ME1\10RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AS TO KNIFE RIVER'S LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAIMS - 1 c1:ent98o5oo 1 
471 




L222-l ID SUMMER\VIND, LLC, an Idaho 
corporation, et al., 
Defendants. 
COME NOW Integrated Financial Associates, Inc. and its assigns (collectively 
"IF A") and Geneva Equities, LLC ("Geneva"), by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd., and hereby file this memorandum in 
support of motion for summary judgment as to Hap Taylor and Sons, Inc, d/b/a Knife River's 
("Knife River") lien foreclosure claims: 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The above-captioned matter involves two lien claims filed by Knife River on a 
subdivision development located in Canyon County, Idaho. What is significant about the two 
lien claims at issue in the above-captioned matter is that they seek recovery of identical amounts: 
$217,385.82. What is even more significant is that, in addition to the two lien claims at issue in 
the above-captioned matter, there are an additional six identical lien claims that have been 
recorded against the subdivision development, each seeking recovery of identical amounts: 
$217,385.82. 
The practical effect of these duplicative filings is that each parcel within the 
whole subdivision appears to be encumbered greatly in excess of the amount of the debt 
specifically attributable to a given parcel. Because the filing error was repeated eight separate 
times, Knife River's claims of lien cause the entire subdivision prope11y to appear to be 
MEMOR4-NDUM IN SUPPORT OF lVIOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AS TO KNIFE RIVER'S LIEN FORECLOSURE CLAIMS -2 Client980500.1 
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encumbered eight times more than the actual amount of the debt that Knife River claims as a lien 
against the property. Depending on the size of the parcel subject to each claim of lien, the 
overstated lien amounts cause the subdivision to appear to be encumbered anywhere from double 
the amount of the actual debt that can properly be claimed against a specific parcel to more than 
one hundred times the actual indebtedness attributable to a specific parcel. Though the degree to 
which each claim of lien overstates the indebtedness attributable to a specific lot or parcel varies, 
all of the subdivision property subject to Knife River's claims of lien appears to be encumbered 
in amounts grossly in excess of the indebtedness attributable to any given pal·cel of property. 
The legal effect of the gross overstatements in the claims of lien filed by Knife 
River appear to be a matter of first impression for Idaho comis. Other jurisdictions have held 
that such redundancies and overstatements, created by virtue of duplicative filings, constitute 
constructive fraud, effectively invalidating such claims of lien. Additionally, the Idaho 
legislature has enacted a specific statute that provides where work is perfonned on a number of 
separate parcels, the lien claimant must app01iion the work attributable to each parcel in the 
claim of lien and that the failure to do so causes the claim of lien to be subordinated to all other 
liens recorded against the property. As the following demonstrates, either of these theories is 
applicable to the facts of this case and both give this Court a basis to enter summary judgment in 
favor of IF A and Geneva with respect to the validity and/or priority of the Knife River claims of 
lien. 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On October 25, 2007, Knife River & Sons, Inc. d/b/a :Knife River, filed the 
following described claims of lien: 
(a) Instrument Number 2007071401 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 at 
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Summerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I, according to the official plats thereof, filed in 
Book 39 of Plats at Page 21, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien l") 
(Affidavit of Rebecca A. Rainey in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment as to Knife 
River's Lien Foreclosure Claims ("Rainey Aff.")), Ex. 1-A; 
(b) Instrument Number 2007071402 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lot 48 in Block 1 at 
Summerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II, according to the official plats thereof, filed 
in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien No. x402") 
(Rainey Aff., Ex. 2-A); 
(c) Instrument Number 2007071403 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lot 52 in Block 1 at 
Summerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II, according to the official plats thereof, filed 
in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien No. x403") 
(Rainey Aff., Ex. 3-A); 
(d) Instrument Number 2007071404 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lot 8 in Block 4 at 
Summerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II, according to the official plats thereof, filed 
in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien No. x404") 
(Rainey Aff., Ex. 4-A); 
(e) Instrument Number 2007071405 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lot 17 in Block 4 at 
Surnmerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II, according to the official plats thereof, filed 
in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien No. x405") 
(Rainey Aff., Ex. 5-A); 
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(f) Instrument Number 2007071407 encumbering the real prope1iy 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as Lot 62 in 1 and Lot 10 in 
Block 4 of the Summerwind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II, according to official plat 
thereof, filed in Book 39 of Plats at Page 22, official records of Canyon County, Idaho ("Lien 
No. x407") (Rainey Aff., Ex. 6-A); 
(g) Instrument Number 2007071408 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as all of the real property 
described in the recorded plat for SummerWind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase II attached 
hereto, and fully incorporated herein by this reference, as Exhibit' A,' filed in Book 39 of Plats at 
Page 22, records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as Instrument No. 
2007008406; EXCLUDING Lots 48, 52 and 62 in Block 1 of the Subdivision and Lots 8, 10, 17 
and 20 in Block 4 of the Subdivision ("Lien No. x408") (Rainey Aff., Ex. 7-A); and 
(h) Instrument Number 2007071409 encumbering the real property 
located in Canyon County, Idaho, more particularly described as all of the real property 
described in the recorded plat for SummerWind at Orchard Hills Subdivision Phase I attached 
hereto, and fully incorporated herein by this reference, as Exhibit 'A,' filed in Book 39 of Plats at 
Page 21 records of Canyon County, Idaho, recorded on February 2, 2007, as Instrument No. 
2007008405; EXCLUDING Lots 1 and 9 in Block 2 of the Subdivision ("Lien No. x409") 
(Rainey Aff., Ex. 8-A). 
The liens set forth in paragraphs l(a)-(h) shall be referred to herein as the "Combined Liens" and 
the property subject to said liens shall be referred to herein as the "Combined Liened Property." 
2. Each and every one of the Combined Liens contained the following 
statement: 
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The amount unpaid to Claimant, after deducting all just credits and 
offsets, for which this lien is claimed, is $217,385.82, plus interest 
pursuant to Claimant's contract with Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
WHEREFORE, the Claimant hereby claims a lien against the 
above-described real property and against the improvements 
located thereon for the said sum of $217,385.82. 
* * * 
The undersigned is knowledgeable of the matters stated herein and 
verily believes the same to be true and just. 
Rainey Aff., Exs. 1-A 8-A. 
3. Each and every one of the Combined Liens was signed and verified under 
oath by David T. Krueck as "Attorney and Authorized Agent for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dba 
Knife River." Rainey Aff., Exs. 1-A- 8-A. 
4. Knife River filed eight separate complaints to foreclose on the eight 
separate claims of lien listed above. These complaints are as follows: 
(a) Case No. CV 08-4115 filed on April 18, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x401 in the amount of $4,101.62 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 1-B); 
(b) Case No. CV 08-4116C filed on April 18, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x402 in the amount of $2,050.81 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 2-B); 
(c) Case No. CV 08-4171 filed on April 21, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x403 in the amount of $2,050.81 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 3-B); 
(d) Case No. CV 08-4174 filed on April 21, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x404 in the amount of $2,050.81 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 4-B); 
(e) Case No. CV 08-4179 filed on April 21, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x405 in the amount of $2,050.81 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 5-B); 
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(f) Case No. CV 08-4184 filed on April 21, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x407 in the amount of $4, 101.62 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 6-B); 
(g) Case No. CV 08-4252C filed on April 22, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x408 in the amount of $198,928.53 (Rainey Aff., Ex. 7-B); and 
(h) Case No. CV 08-4251 C filed on Ap1il 22, 2008, seeking to enforce 
Lien No. x409 in the amount of $198,928.53 (Rainey Aff, Ex. 8-B). 
The complaints listed in paragraphs 4(a)-(h) above shall be refened to herein as the "Combined 
Foreclosure Complaints." 
5. The Combined Liens encumber the Combined Liened Property in the 
amount of $1,739,086.50. Rainey Aff., Exs. 1-A- 8-A. 
6. The Combined Foreclosure Complaints seek recovery in the amount of 
$414,263.54. Rainey Aff., Exs. 1-B 8-B. 
7. The above-captioned matter involves Case No. CV 08-4252C seeking to 
foreclose on Lien No. x408 and Case No. CV 08-5251 C seeking to foreclose on Lien No. x409 
("Subject Foreclosure Complaints,'' "Subject Liens," and "Subject Liened Property" as 
applicable). 
8. The Subject Liens encumber the Subject Liened Property in the amount of 
$434,771.64. Rainey Aff., Exs. 7-A- 8-A. 
9. The Subject Foreclosure Complaints seek recovery on the Subject Liens in 
the amount of $397,857.06. Rainey Aff., Exs. 7-B - 8-B. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEvV 
In Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988), the Idaho 
Supreme Court adopted the summary judgment standard announced by the United States 
Supreme Comi in Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). Thus, under Idaho law, "[t]he 
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moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmovmg paiiy fails to make a showing 
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that 
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." 115 Idaho at 102, 765 P.2d at 127. 
stated in Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952, 842 P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992): 
A party opposing a motion for summary judgment has the burden 
of presenting sufficient evidence to establish a triable issue which 
arises from the facts, and a genuine issue of fact is not created by a 
mere scintilla of evidence. . . . Summary judgment is proper if the 
evidence before the court on the motion would waITant a directed 
verdict if the case were to go [to J trial. Id. Further, a nonmoving 
party's failure to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case, on which 
that party will bear the burden of proof at trial, requires the entry 
of summary judgment. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, supra; see also 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). "In such a situation, there can be no 'genuine issue 
as to any material fact,' since a complete failure of proof 
concerning an essential element of the nonmoving party's case 
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." Celotex Corp. v. 
Catrett, 477 U.S. at 322-23, 106 S.Ct. at 2552. 
the court 
Jarman, 122 Idaho at 955-56, 842 P.2d at 291-92 (emphasis added) (citation omitted), overruled 
on other grounds by Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 158 P.3d 937 (2007). See also Nelson v. 
Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (Ct. App. 2004) ("The language 
and reasoning of Celotex ha[ve] been adopted in Idaho."); Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 
199, 202, 911P.2d1111, 1114 (1996); Olsen v. J A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720-21, 791 
P.2d 1285, 1299-1300 (1990); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334, 337 (Ct. 
App. 1992). 
A motion for summary judgment should not be regarded with disfavor as the 
United States Supreme Court stated in Celotex: 
[s]ummary judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a 
disfavored procedural shortcut, but rather as an integral paii of the 
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Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed "to secure the just, 
speedy and inexpensive dete1mination of every action." 
Celotex, 477 U.S. at 317 (citation omitted). 
In opposing the motion, '"a mere scintilla of evidence or slight doubt as to facts' 
is not sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment." See Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezarniz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 996 P.2d 303, 307 (2000), citing Harpole v. 
State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998) (emphasis added). The nonmoving party 
"must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts showing there is a genuine 
issue for trial." Id., citing Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 868 P.2d 473, 478 
(1994) (emphasis added). 
Finally, where the Court will be the trier of fact, the Court need not draw any 
inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. See Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 
650 P.2d 657 (1982). As the Idaho Supreme Court held iri Ritchie, where the "evidentiary facts 
are not disputed and the trial court rather than a jury will be the trier of fact, summary judgment 
is appropriate, despite the possibility of conflicting inferences because the court alone will be 
responsible for resolving the conflict between those inferences." 103 Idaho at 519, 650 P.2d at 
661. See also Blackmon v. Zufelt, 108 Idaho 469, 470, 700 P.2d 91, 92 (Ct. App. 1985) (when 
the judge will be the trier of fact, he or she is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to be 
drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts). 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Knife River's Claims of Lien Are Invalid. 
1. Gross overstatements in Knife River's claim 
constructive fraud. 
constitute 
As evidenced by the statement of facts set forth above, by filing eight separate 
claims of lien filed against the Combined Liened Property, K11ife River grossly overstated the 
amounts due and owing to it for its work on the Combined Liened Prope1iy. The knowing and 
intentional overstatement of the amounts due and owing in a claim of lien is the type of conduct 
justifies invalidating a lien claim. Under Idaho law, a claim of lien is not invalid by vi1iue of 
mere overstatement or mistake in filing the amount owed (see, e.g., Guyrnan v. Anderson, 75 
Idaho 294, 271 P.2d 1020 (1954)); however, Idaho courts also recognize that substantial 
compliance has its limits: "That is not to say that contractors are free to abuse the statutes by 
claiming an amount known to gTeatly exceed that which is truly owing." Barber v. Honorof, 116 
Idaho 767, 770, 780 P.2d 89, 92 (1989). "In certain situations a court may find that a party's 
conduct is so abusive and devoid of any good faith effort to comply with the lien statutes that the 
court will employ equitable principles to prevent recovery." Elec. Wholesale Supply Co., Inc. v. 
Nielson, 136 Idaho 814, 825, 41 P.3d 242, 253 (2001). The facts at hand present the type of 
situation where the lien claimant's conduct is so abusive and devoid of a good faith effort to 
comply with the statute that the lien claims should be invalidated. 
The conduct at issue in this case, filing multiple lien claims each stating that the 
full amount due and owing for work on a larger project is due from the various individual parcels 
and/or units that make up that larger project, is a relatively uncommon practice. While it does 
not appear that the legal effect of this conduct has been presented to an Idaho court of appellate 
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review, courts in other jurisdictions have found that such conduct evidences a knowing and 
intentional overstatement of a claim of lien which constitutes constructive fraud, rendering the 
lien claim invalid. The case of Lohmann Golf Designs, Inc. v. Keisler, 632 .E.2d 121 (1994), is 
virtually identical to the case at bar. In Lohmann, the lien claimant (Gewalt Hamilton) had 
provided engineering services to a golf course development project that encompassed three 
separate parcels of property. When Gewalt Hamilton was not paid for its services, it filed liens 
against each of the three parcels for the full amount due and owing - $145,568.00. Id. at 123. 
Gewalt Hamilton argued that under Illinois law (which is similar to the Idaho law discussed 
above) that mere overstatement of the amounts due and owing in a claim of lien and/or failure to 
determine the exact indebtedness of various lien claimants is insufficient to invalidate the lien. 
Id. at 125-27. Rejecting both these arguments, the Appellate Court of Illinois for the First 
District, Second Division, found that the lien claimant acted knowingly when it filed the 
overstated claim of lien: 
In the sworn affidavit attached to each lien, Robert Hamilton, the 
president of the company, stated that all statements contained 
therein were true. As president of the company, it is reasonable to 
infer that he knew that only $145,568 was due and owing, and yet 
he signed three separate affidavits that the same amount was 
owed to the company from three different land owners. 
Id. at 126 (emphasis added). The court went on to find that "Gewalt Hamilton committed 
constructive fraud when it filed excessively large mechanics' liens despite the absence of a 
fiduciary relationship." Id. at 127. 
We believe that the rationale underlying Illinois Supreme Court 
Rule 137 (134 Ill.2d R. 137) and its counterpart Federal Rule of 
Civil Procedure 11 (F.R.C.P. 11), places the responsibility on the 
party filing the lien claim to ensure its accuracy. Because a pa1iy 
who knowingly files liens for amounts well in excess of what he is 
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entitled to receive affects the rights of the persons subject to the 
liens, we find that such actions can constitute constructive fraud. 
Id at 127. See also Bank of Am. Nat'! Trust and Sav. Assoc. v. Zedd Invs., '658 
(1995) (relying on Lohmann to invalidate multiple lien claims under similar facts). 
849 
Knife River's conduct in this case is more egregious than that which occurred in 
Lohmann. In this case, Knife River filed eight identical claims, each for the full amount. 
Though JCnife River claims that it is only owed $217,385.82 by Extreme Line Logistics, Inc., the 
aggregate amount claimed against the Combined Liened Property totals more than $1. 7 million. 
Rainey Aff, Exs. 1-A 8-A. In this case, each of the eight separate claims of lien filed against 
the individual prope1iies was filed by the same attorney, and in each lien claim the attorney 
verified that the contents of such lien claim were "true and just." Rainey Aff, Exs. 1-A - 8-A. 
Significantly, that same attorney has prepared and filed eight separate actions to foreclose on the 
eight separate claims of lien - and in each action has alleged effectively admitting that an amount 
less than that stated in the claim of lien is fairly attributable to the work perfom1ed on the 
individual property. Rainey Aff., Exs. 1-B 8-B. It cannot be denied that, at the time of the 
filing of the lien claim, said attorney was fully aware of these facts and filed the lien claim with 
full knowledge that the amount stated as due and owing on the face of each of the eight separate 
liens was not the amount properly attributable to the individual property against which such lien 
was filed. Because the lien claimant knowingly and intentionally overstated the amount due and 
owing on each of the eight separate lien claims including the lien claims at issue in the above-
captioned matter - the lien claimant has committed constructive fraud. Therefore, the Subject 
Liens sought to be foreclosed on in the Subject Foreclosure Complaints should be declared 
invalid and unenforceable. 
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2. The fatal defects cannot be cured by the foreclosure complaint. 
It is anticipated that Knife River will argue that it cured the fatal defects caused 
the overstated amounts in the various claims of lien by seeking decrees of foreclosure for a 
fraction of the amounts stated in the claims of lien. However, the defects in the various claims of 
lien cannot be cured by a prayer for recovery of a lesser amount in a related foreclosure 
complaint. 
Idaho law does not allow a lien claimant to cure fatal defects in a lien claim by 
setting forth accurate information in the foreclosure complaint. This method of cure was 
attempted in Chief Indus., Inc. v. Schwendiman, 99 Idaho 682, 685, 587 P.2d 823, 826 (1978), 
where the lien claimant had a fatally defective description of the property to be charged with the 
lien. In Schwendiman, the lien claimant attempted to cure the defect by specifically and 
accurately describing the property to be charged with the lien. Id. The court rejected this 
attempt to cure the defective lien: "While the complaint does assert a right to foreclose on the 
materials, such does not rectify the deficiencies of the notice of claim of lien since a defective 
claim of lien may not be amended after the statutory period for filing the claim has expired." Id. 
It is firmly established in Idaho that, after the statutory time for filing a lien claim has passed, 
such claim may not be amended or modified to cure a fatal defect: "Idaho Code § 45-507 
requires that an original contractor file a claim of lien no later than ninety (90) days after the 
completion of the improvement. In the absence of statutory authorization, a defective claim of 
lien may not be amended after the statutory period for filing the claim has expired." Ross v. 
Olson, 95 Idaho 915, 918, 523 P.2d 518, 521 (1974). Accordingly, even though IZnife River has 
attempted to adjust the amounts its seeks to recover by seeking orders in amounts far less than 
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that stated in the claims of lien, the post hoc adjustments are insufficient to cure the defects 
that appear in the various claims oflien. 
Moreover, with respect to the Subject Liens and the Subject Foreclosure 
Complaints, Knife River has not even accurately or adequately apportioned the amounts due and 
owing as between Subject Liened Prope1iy. In each of the two Subject Foreclosure Complaints, 
Knife River seeks a decree of foreclosure of its interest in the Subject Liened Property in the 
amount of $198,928.53, for a total recovery of $397,857.06. Rainey Aff., Exs. 7-B 8-B. This 
is far in excess of the $217,385.82 that Knife River claims to be owed for its work on the 
subdivision project. 
In short, Knife River has made it appear in the public records that the Combined 
Liened Property is encumbered in excess of $1.7 million for Knife River's work on the project 
when Knife River is really only owed approximately $217,385.82. Looking specifically to the 
matter at hand, Knife River has made it appear in the public records that the Subject Liened 
Prope1iy is encumbered in the amount of $434,771.64, and has sought decrees of foreclosure in 
the Subject Foreclosure Complaints in the amount of $397,857.06, when it is really owed 
approximately $217,385.82 for its work on the entire project, at least $16,406.48 of which is 
attributable to property that is not at issue in the above-captioned matter. Accordingly, summary 
judgment as to its Knife River's lien foreclosure claims on the Subject Liens is proper. 
B. Alternatively, Knife River's Claims of Lien Must Be Subordinate to All 
Other Liens. 
In the event that this Court finds that the filing of multiple, identical claims of lien 
for the full amount due and owing against eight separate parcels of property does not constitute 
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constructive fraud sufficient to invalidate Knife River's claims of lien, then such lien claims 
should be subordinated and postponed to all other liens. Idaho Code Section 45-508 provides: 
In every case in which one (1) claim is filed against two (2) or 
more ... improvements, owned by the same person, the person 
filing such claim must, at the same time, designate the amount due 
him on each of said ... improvement; otherwise the lien of such 
claim is postponed to other liens. 
(Emphasis added.) K.nife River filed eight separate complaints, each seeking to recover a 
fraction of the amount stated as due and owing in their respective claims of lien. By this action, 
Knife River demonstrated that the total amount owed to it by Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. can be 
apportioned between the various parcels of the Combined Liened Property. Since this type of 
apportionment is possible, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-508, Knife River should have 
made such apportionment at the time of filing its claims of lien rather than recording eight 
separate liens, each for the full amount of the indebtedness. Had Knife River complied with this 
statutory requirement, it would not have grossly overstated the amounts it was entitled to recover 
from the Combined Liened Property and it would have been determinable, from the face of the 
single claim of lien, the total amount alleged to be due and owing on the combined whole and the 
proportionate amount attributable to each of the individual parcels within the combined whole. 
Because Knife River failed to substantially comply with this statutory requirement, its lien 
claims must be postponed and subordinated to all other liens on the property. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, IFA and Geneva respectfully request that this Court 
grant summary judgment declaring that the Subject Liens filed by Knife River on the Subject 
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Liened Property are invalid due to constructive fraud or, in the alternative, the Subject Liens 
are postponed to all other liens filed against the Subject Liened Property. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By~ ?ff/ 
Rebecca A. Rainey Of the im1 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Integrated Financial Associates, Inc., 
Geneva Equities, LLC, and 
Certain Other Named Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of December, 2009, I caused a tme and 
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUIVI IN SUPPORT FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO Ki~IFE RIVER'S LIEN CLAIMS to 
be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
David T. Krueck 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUH.Ri'vIAN, P.A. 
225 N. 9th St., Suite 800 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Fax (208) 331-1529 
Attorneys for Hap Taylor & Sons, Inc. dlbla Knife 
River 
David E. Wishney 
300 W. Myrtle St., Suite 200 
P.O. Box 837 
Boise, ID 83701-0837 
Facsimile (208) 342-5749 
Attorneys for L222-1 ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-2 
ID Summerwind, LLC, L222-3 JD Summerwind, LLC, 
and Union Land Company, LLC, Kerry Angelos 
Donald W. Lojek 
LOJEK LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
1199 Main St. 
P.O. Box 1712 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 343-5200 
Attorneys for PMA, Inc. 
Richard B. Eismann 
EISMANN LAW OFFICES 
3016 Caldwell Blvd. 
Nampa, ID 83651-6416 
Facsimile (208) 466-4498 
Attorneys for Riverside, Inc. 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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Samuel A. Diddle 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW MCKLVEEN & 
JONES 
1111 \V. Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
P.O. Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701-1368 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Conger Management Group, Inc. 
Thomas E. Dvorak 
Martin C. Hendrickson 
Elizabeth M. Donick 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
600 W. Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for Stanley Consultants, Inc. 
William L. Smith 
SMITH HORRAS, P.A. 
5561 N. Glenwood St., Suite B 
P.O. Box 140857 
Boise, ID 83714 
Facsimile 800-881-6219 
Attorneys for Extreme Line Logistics, Inc. 
David E. Kerrick 
1001 Blaine St. 
P.O. Box 44 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Facsimile (208) 459-4573 
Attorneys for Michael W Benedict and 
Carol L. Benedict 
Tom Mehiel, President 
VALLEY HYDRO, INC. 
1904 E. Beech St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Pro Se Defendant 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Rebecca A. Rainey 
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